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ABSTRACT
Distribution systems are going through a structural transformation from being radially-
operated simple systems to becoming more complex networks to operate in the presence of
distributed energy resources (DERs) with significant levels of penetration. It is predicted
that the share of electricity generation from DERs will keep increasing as the world is mov-
ing away from power generation involving carbon-emission and towards cleaner energy
sources such as solar, wind, and biofuels. However, the variable behavior of renewable re-
sources presents challenges to the already existing distribution systems. One such problem
is when the distribution feeder experiences variable power supply due to the unpredictable
behavior of renewable resources. Therefore, it becomes difficult to maintain end-of-line
(EOL) voltages within an acceptable range of the ANSI C84.1 Standard.
Moreover, electric utility companies consider Conservation by Voltage Reduction (CVR)
as a potential solution for managing peak power demand in distribution feeders. Con-
servation by Voltage Reduction is the implementation of a distribution voltage strategy
whereby all distribution voltages are lowered to the minimum allowed by the equipment
manufacturer. This strategy is rooted in the fact that many loads consume less power when
they are fed with a voltage lower than nominal. Therefore, by implementing CVR, utility
companies can potentially reduce the peak power demand and can delay the up-gradation of
the distribution feeder assets. To maximize the benefits from CVR, the whole distribution
feeder must participate in regulating power to lower the demand during hours of demand.
Hence, there is a need for a local solution that can regulate residential voltage levels from
v
the first customer on the distribution feeder until the EOL of the distribution network.
Such a solution will not only provide flexibility to electric utilities for better control over
residential voltages but it can also maximize the benefits from CVR.
This dissertation presents the concept of a closed-loop Residential Static VAR Compen-
sator (RSVC) that will allow electric utility companies to locally regulate the voltage across
the distribution feeder. The proposed RSVC is a novel smart-grid device that can regulate
a residential load voltage with a fixed capacitor in shunt with a reactor controlled by two
bi-directional switches. The two switches are turned on and off in a complementary manner
using a pulse-width modulation (PWM) technique that allows the reactor to function as a
continuously-variable inductor. The proposed RSVC has several advantages compared to
a conventional thyristor-based Static VAR Compensator (SVC), such as a quasi-sinusoidal
inductor current, sub-cycle reactive power controllability, lower footprint for reactive com-
ponents, and its realization as a single-phase device. The closed-loop RSVC contains two
regulation control loops: the primary control loop regulates the customer load voltage to
any desired reference voltage within ANSI C84.1 (120 V nominal ± 5%) and a secondary
loop adjusting the reference voltage to track the point of minimum power consumption by
the loads. This approach to CVR has the merit of adapting to the nature of the customer
load, which may or may not decrease its energy consumption under a reduced voltage.
This local approach to voltage regulation and CVR is a radical departure from current CVR
strategies that have been in existence for over 30 years but have not been widely adopted
by electric utilities due to high costs and technical challenges.
vi
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Electrical systems are undergoing a major transformation, from a simple one-way genera-
tion and distribution system to a complex network of multiple generating sources. The rapid
increase in the use of distributed energy resources (DERs) since the turn of the century has
made electrical generation and distribution systems into complicated systems. Renewable
energy sources have shown a significant increase in the primary energy supply in the world
from the period from 1990 to 2016 [1]. Since 1990, the electrical supply from renewable
energy sources has grown at an annual rate of 2%, which is higher than the growth rate
of the total primary energy supply (TPES) of 1.7%. The first two bars in Figure 1.1 show
the average annual growth rate for the renewable energy supply from 1990 to 2016 and
the average annual growth rate for the TPES over the same period. Moreover, the figure
also shows an annual growth of the different renewables; with solar photovoltaic (PV)
recording the maximum increase of 37.3%, followed by wind at 23.6%. This uptick in the
generation of electricity from renewables is primarily due to government incentives and
policies supporting green energy, investments from the private sectors, and the lower cost
of production, especially PV panels. Research from Vibrant Clean Energy (VCE) shows
that the United States has officially reached the “coal cost crossover point”, where the
rapidly declining cost of wind turbine and solar panel prices make operating three-quarters
2of all existing coal generation plants more expensive than building new local renewable
energy [2]. It is estimated that by 2040 the share of electricity generation from renewables
will increase from 25% today to around 40% worldwide [3].
Figure 1.1: Average annual growth rates of the world renewables supply from 1990 to
2016 [1].
Renewable energy sources provide a great alternative for power generation when com-
pared to traditional power generation from coal and oil which are associated with higher
operational costs and carbon emissions in the environment. However, renewable energy
sources, especially wind and solar, suffer from variability and unpredictability [4]. Fig-
ure 1.2 shows the variation in the wind power profile for a day, plotted with 1-minute
average power, for the Electricity Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). The difference
between daily maximum and minimum power is over 2,000 MW; the wind power started
at about 3,000 MW at midnight and decreased to around 1,100 MW at 1 pm. The wind
3power increased again to about 3,300 MW at 5 pm. This graph points to the variability and
unpredictability associated with power generation using wind as a renewable fuel. Similar
behavior for variation in PV output power as a function of voltage can be observed in
Figure 1.3. The voltage is measured at the point of common coupling of a solar plant
connected with the electric grid in rural Idaho, USA. The voltage level fluctuates between
120 V to 124 V during the daytime due to the change in solar energy. Similar voltage
variations due to fluctuations in solar irradiance can also be found in [5].
Figure 1.2: One-day wind power profile plotted with 1-minute average [4].
Therefore, higher penetration of renewables in the distribution system provides many
challenges to the power system operators, mainly due to the unpredictability and variability
of wind and solar power outputs. An accurate forecasting method for wind and solar power
generation can help the power system operators to reduce the risk of the unreliability
of the electricity supply [5, 6]. But for any given instant, it becomes highly difficult
to predict an accurate amount of power generation from renewable sources. Hence, it
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Figure 1.3: Voltage variation due to change in solar irradiance for a solar plant in rural
Idaho, USA from 6 AM till 1 PM plotted with 1-sec time interval.
becomes imperative to research devices which can keep a consistent balance between power
generation and demand at the consumer side of the power system.
For electric utilities, to guarantee a good quality service, loads should not be supplied
with a voltage higher or lower than 5% of nominal voltage. The range of standard service
voltages used in the United States is specified by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) standard C84.1 - 2016 “Electrical Power Systems and Equipment - Voltage Ratings
(60 Hertz)” as 120 V nominal, 114 V minimum (120 V minus 5%) and 126 V maximum
(120 V plus 5%). The voltage ranges in the ANSI standard for a nominal service voltage
of 120 V is shown in Figure 1.4. In this figure, “Range A” shows the service voltage range
of ±5% of the nominal voltage of 120 V where as “Range B” specifies an out-of-normal
service voltage range. The voltage levels mentioned in Range B are only acceptable for
a brief period and should be infrequent. The electric utilities are mandated to operate
5Figure 1.4: ANSI C84.1 standard voltage levels [7].
within a minimum voltage of 114 V at the secondary side of the distribution transformer
to a maximum of 126 V. The end-user equipment should be designed to operate at full
performance within the service voltages limits of Range A (generally, the tolerance for
the end-user equipment is from 110V (120 V minus 10%) to 126 V (120 V plus 5.0%)).
Therefore, electric utility companies plan their distribution systems based on the voltage
limits within Range A of the standard. However, with the variability associated with
renewables and due to the variations in the nature of the loads connected to the distribution
feeder throughout the year, it becomes challenging to maintain a voltage profile within the
ANSI standards.
Moreover, a typical distribution feeder consists of several residential customers con-
nected on the secondary side of the distribution transformer. In an ideal scenario, all
loads connected along the feeder should get the same nominal service voltage, i.e., 120 V.
6Figure 1.5: Voltage profile for a typical distribution feeder.
However, due to I2R power losses, the poor power factor of loads, and variations of loads
throughout a day (or a season), customers experience less voltage than the voltage at the
source of the distribution feeder. Generally, customers at the end of the distribution feeder
face a significantly lower voltage than the customers closer to the feeder. A typical voltage
profile for a distribution feeder is shown in Figure 1.5. It can be seen that the end-of-line
voltage is below 114 V, which is the minimum permissible voltage level according to the
ANSI standard.
Electric utilities often employ passive voltage regulation methods to maintain the volt-
age within the ANSI standard. One typical approach is to use a Load Tap Change (LTC)
transformer to regulate the voltage of the distribution feeder. Taps are connections on
a distribution transformer winding that change the turn-ratio N1/N2, where N1 and N2
are the numbers of turns on the primary and secondary side of a transformer respectively.
Figure 1.6 shows the effect of an LTC on a feeder that is experiencing a low-voltage at
the end-of-line. Other common approaches used by electric utilities to tackle the problem
7Figure 1.6: Voltage profile for a distribution feeder with an LTC.
of service voltage outside the ANSI standard include the use of capacitor banks, in-line
voltage regulators, decreasing I2R power losses by increasing the conductor size, and
transferring loads to another feeder.
Due to a recent push to incorporate DERs within the existing power system, the general
characteristics of a feeder voltage as shown in Figure 1.5 undergoes a voltage profile that
is dependent on renewable fuel, i.e., wind speed and solar irradiance. An efficient way to
encounter the intermittency associated with renewables is to have devices distributed across
the distribution feeder which can provide a balance between the generation of renewables
and keeping the customer voltage within the ANSI standard. This dissertation proposes
a solution that involves installing an individual device or devices which will regulate the
voltage before each customers service.
81.2 Research Motivation
Modern reactive power compensation techniques use Flexible AC Transmission Systems
(FACTS) devices that provide dynamic reactive power to the power system. FACTS de-
vices are high-speed power electronics devices that combine advanced control system
techniques with the fast processing power of embedded microprocessors to respond to the
reactive power needs of the power system [8, 9]. Commonly-used FACTS devices are
Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) and inverter-based STATic synchronous COMpensators
(STATCOMs). For utilities, FACTS technology has become an essential tool to alleviate
certain problems associated with the scheduling of reactive power and to get the most
service from their transmission and distribution networks by enhancing grid reliability [10].
This research focuses on developing a FACTS device for regulating residential volt-
ages. The dissertation introduces a novel idea of the Residential Static VAR Compensator
(RSVC), an improved FACTS device, based on the traditional Static VAR Compensators,
with the following observations:
• With the advancement in high-power transistor devices such as MOSFETs and IG-
BTs, the role of FACTS devices has become critical for an electric utility in dis-
tribution systems. RSVC devices can provide a real-time (active) reactive power
compensation, therefore, facilitating the integration of renewables in the distribution
system and regulating the voltage levels at the customer location.
• Electric utilities are required to become efficient and competitive by working to
reduce costs. One such major cost is when a company buys energy from another
utility in the market, i.e., when it cannot satisfy its peak-demand with its installed
capacity. Therefore distribution companies, as well as residential customers, must
pay a higher price per kWh during peak-demand hours. The goal of the proposed
9Residential Static VAR Compensator is to develop a device which helps to reduce
power consumption during peak hours to save energy and costs by lowering customer
voltage to a lower voltage level, commonly known as Conservation of power by
Voltage Reduction (CVR), but still maintaining a relatively flat voltage profile across
the distribution feeder.
• A localized approach to conservation of power by voltage regulation has the merit of
adapting to the nature of the customer load, which may or may not decrease its energy
consumption under a reduced voltage. This local approach is a radical departure from
current CVR strategies, which have been in existence for over 30 years, but have not
been widely adopted by electric utilities due to high costs and technical challenges.
Therefore, the development of RSVC will assist in the integration of DERs, provide a
mechanism to effectively implement CVR across the distribution feeder and conform to
the nature of individual load(s). The following sections will introduce CVR and its benefits
from the studies published in the literature. A separate section will highlight the importance
of understanding the nature of the loads and signify the importance of a localized CVR
instead of conventional approach of implementing CVR.
1.2.1 Conservation by Voltage Reduction (CVR)
Conservation by Voltage Reduction (CVR) is the implementation of a distribution voltage
strategy whereby all voltages are lowered to the minimum allowed by the equipment man-
ufacturer. This is a consequence of the observation that many loads consume less power
when they are fed with a voltage lower than nominal voltage. CVR works on the principle
that customer appliances can be operated in the lower half of the ANSI C84.1 standard
Range A, 114 V to 120 V, without causing any harm to the appliances [11, 12].
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CVR effectiveness is measured by the CVR factor. The real power CVR factor is
defined as the ratio of the percentage of the real power saved to the percentage of the
voltage reduction used to achieve power saving. The CVR factor,CVRP, can be represented
in mathematical form as given in Equation (1.1),
CVRP =
∆P%
∆V%
(1.1)
where ∆P% is the percentage of real power saved and ∆V% is the percentage of voltage
reduced. Electric utilities employ CVR for short-term demand response management as
well as for long-term power reduction. For short-term CVR, the voltage is reduced for
a short duration to reduce the peak-demand and for long-term, the voltage is reduced
permanently to save power.
Electric utilities have long-known the advantages of distribution voltage reduction. In
the 1970s, due to petroleum fuel shortages, electric utilities began investigating the effects
of reducing the voltage at the customer level as a method for energy conservation. In
1973, American Electric Power (AEP) conducted a study to examine the impact of voltage
reduction on the loads. Their test results showed significant savings by reducing the level
of residential voltages. In the study conducted by AEP, the voltage levels were reduced
by 5% for four hours. In one of the distribution feeders under consideration, a 5% voltage
drop for 4 hours a day, from 9 AM to 1 PM, resulted in an immediate saving of 4% in the
load power demand [13].
Since then electric power companies have constantly tested distribution voltage re-
duction and proven its impact. The paper [14] summarizes CVR factors from several
CVR studies published in the literature. Table 1.1 shows CVR factors based on different
11
customer classes.
Table 1.1: CVR factor CVR f of different customer class [14].
References Residential Commercial Industrial
California [15] 0.76 0.99 0.41
BPA [16] 0.77 0.99 0.41
AEP [12, 17] 0.61 0.89 0.35
CPUC [11] 1.14 0.26 N/A
SCE [18] 1.30 1.20 0.50
Snohomish [19] 0.33-0.68 0.89-1.10 N/A
HQ [20] 0.06-0.67 0.80-0.97 0.10
NEEA [21] 0.63 0.37 N/A
Detroit [22] 0.96-1.11 0.75-0.80 0.50-0.83
A general conclusion can be drawn by looking at the CVR factors in Table 1.1, that
reducing voltage results in energy savings. However, before lowering the voltage, electric
utilities must understand the behavior of the loads under reduced voltages. Closed-loop
loads (loads with control mechanisms to regulate their operational performance when the
voltage is reduced) operate longer to give the same service when the voltage is reduced.
Typical closed-loop loads consist of loads with thermostat/thermal cycles such as electric
water heaters, and regulated constant power loads such as furnaces and ovens.
Applying CVR can also reduce the core losses including eddy current losses and hys-
teresis losses of the distribution transformer [23]. On the other hand, I2R power losses in
the transmission and distribution lines may increase due to constant-power loads since the
current increases proportionally as a result of reduced voltage. However, this is not true for
loads with constant-impedance and constant-current characteristics. Whereas lowering the
voltage may increase line power losses, the decrease in power consumption is expected to
be larger, so that the overall energy savings will be positive [20, 24].
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For electric utilities, CVR can become a tool for demand-side management. To sum-
marize, the CVR benefits include a reduction in net power loss including I2R losses in the
transmission lines; reduction in eddy currents and hysteresis losses in the transformers;
peak-load management without buying power from other utilities; delay in critical assets
upgrade such as substation transformer and less fuel consumption thus helping the environ-
ment.
1.2.2 Traditional Methods for CVR Implementation
Electric utilities often employ load tap change (LTC) transformers at the feeder source
to implement CVR. As every distribution circuit has its load demand characteristics, it
becomes difficult for electric utilities to impose a particular strategy for energy savings
from one distribution feeder to another. When electric utilities apply CVR on a distribution
feeder, the LTC transformer at the distribution substation decreases the feeder voltages.
However, it becomes a challenge to keep the end-of-line voltage within an acceptable range.
Due to voltage drops, utilities avoid reducing the voltage at the substation to the minimum
permissible value and cannot get the maximum benefits from CVR at all points along the
distribution network.
The paper [15] uses lower tap settings on LTC transformers to employ CVR. Their
CVR strategy used switched shunt capacitors across the feeder to boost the voltage at low-
voltage locations. By placing capacitors at different locations, it is possible to attain a flat
voltage profile, improve the power factor and reduce power losses. However, for solutions
employing switched shunt capacitors to implement CVR, the placement of the capacitors
becomes a challenging issue. Reference [25] discusses the optimal placement of capacitors
in the power network. There is not much literature published for the optimal placement
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of capacitors for CVR purposes, however, one such reference [26] discusses the optimal
capacitor placement for CVR purposes.
Closed-loop Volt-VAR Optimization (VVO) devices are more suitable for CVR appli-
cation as they can determine the best voltage and VAR combination for a certain period
and can adapt to dynamic changes in the loads. Specialized equipment and tools from
Varentec [27], Gridco [28] and, Utilidata [29] are commercially available. Electric utilities
have also employed Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) meters-based VVO [30] and
SCADA-based VVO [31] for CVR purposes.
1.2.3 Minimum Power Point Tracker (MinPPT) / Optimal Operational Power Tracker
CVR is an important tool for electric utilities to save energy, however the load composition
has changed substantially by the turn of the 21st century. With the increase in the number
of power electronics devices in households, such as phone and laptop chargers, flat-screen
televisions, liquid crystal displays (LCD’s), plasma displays, etc., the behavior of the load
has changed as the voltage varies [32]. A general perception is that the appliances consume
less energy at reduced voltage. This might not be true given the complex nature of modern
loads.
In the literature, ZIP coefficients model is generally used to represent the steady-state
load composition of various types of residential loads. A ZIP coefficients model accurately
describes the steady-state behavior of modern loads under varying voltage conditions. The
loads can generally be grouped into three categories depending on how their power demand
varies with respect to the voltage at their terminal. For the constant power (P) load, the
power demand remains constant regardless of the voltage at the terminals of the load, for
the constant current (I) load, the power demand is proportional to the load voltage and for
the constant impedance (Z) load, the power demand is proportional to the terminal voltage
14
squared. In 2010, a study conducted by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)
reported the ratios for Z, I, and P for several household loads [33]. Table 1.2 summarizes
the ZIP values for seven common household loads.
Table 1.2: ZIP values for common household loads [33].
Loads Z % I % P %
Incandescent Light Bulb (70W) 57.11 42.57 0.32
Magnavox Television (Cathode Ray Tube) 0.15 82.66 17.19
Oscillating Fan 73.32 25.34 1.35
Liquid Crystal Display (Dell) -40.70 46.29 94.41
Plasma TV (Sony) -32.07 48.36 83.71
Liquid Crystal Display (Clarity TV) 3.83 3.96 99.87
Compact Fluorescent Light (42W) 48.67 -37.52 88.84
Figure 1.7: Voltage-dependent energy consumption of a Dell LCD. The plot shows the real
and reactive power consumption, Pm and Qm respectively, while operated between 100V
and 126V, whereas the red line indicates the voltage response curve using the least-square
fitted ZIP values, Pe and Qe [33].
The negative ZIP values in the table mean that the power generated from one component
in the load is consumed by another component. The overall percentage sum for the three
elements is always equal to 100%. It can be inferred intuitively that loads with a higher
P coefficient results in a negative CVR factor according to Equation (1.1), i.e., the energy
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consumption increases by reducing the voltage. This can be seen in Figure 1.7, which
shows the voltage profile for a Dell LCD. It can be seen that the power consumption
increases as the voltage is reduced.
The reference [34] lists ZIP values for more residential loads, as well as for four
different commercial customers that included a supermarket, a restaurant, a laundromat
and an optical store. Among the commercial loads, the supermarket load had the one
with the maximum P (constant power) element in the ZIP value because of the dominance
of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Therefore, for feeders and
distribution circuits where CVR does not yield energy savings, an autonomous localized
voltage tracking strategy should be adopted. Using such a strategy will ensure that the
minimum power-point is tracked with modern loads that employ an abundance of switching
power supplies and spot loads that contain a higher percentage of HVAC loads regardless
of the voltage level.
1.3 Proposed Solution – Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC)
This research focuses on developing a solution based on the concept of a Residential Static
VAR Compensator for regulating residential voltages, especially during peak-demand hours
when the benefits coincide best with the interests of customers and those of electric compa-
nies [35]. These RSVC devices can be an additional tool for smart demand-side manage-
ment. By remotely controlling the RSVC, a utility can apply CVR at specified individual
locations during specified periods. The goal of the development of the RSVC is to enhance
the CVR by boosting the voltage at the circuit low points to the allowable minimum, such
that the source of the feeder voltage can be reduced. By reducing the feeder source voltage,
the entire distribution network voltage can take part in conservation by voltage reduction
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(CVR). As stated earlier, CVR relies on the idea that a percentage of the load on the
distribution feeder will be of constant impedance. With a constant impedance load, if the
voltage decreases, the power decreases. By decreasing the feeder power, the overall energy
conservation will be improved. Therefore, the RSVC control system plays an essential role
in controlling the reactive power provided by the device to the regulation bus.
To incorporate modern loads with switching power supplies and composite loads where
a larger percentage is made of constant power loads, a minimum/optimal power point
tracking is proposed in this dissertation. Hence, the overall control system for an RSVC
will consist of two regulation loops. The objective of the first control loop will be to
implement an inner voltage regulation loop for an RSVC and the goal of the second control
loop will be to implement the outer power regulation loop for an RSVC. Figure 1.8 shows
a simplified control systems design for an RSVC system. The voltage control loop acts as
a faster control loop than the outer power minimization/optimization loop.
PI
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Figure 1.8: An overview for the proposed control system for the closed-loop RSVC
containing two regulation loops, namely the “Voltage Regulation Control Loop” and the
“Power Regulation Control Loop”.
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The objectives intended to be achieved by the RSVC are given below:
• The device can regulate the customer load voltage at the desired reference level
regardless of variable and fluctuating power injected by distributed energy resources.
• The device can minimize customer power consumption by tracking the optimal ref-
erence voltage.
• The device does not generate substantial harmonics which might require filtering and
incur more development cost.
• The device will have a relatively lower cost compared to existing competitive devices
on the market, even though they operate using the same principles.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the
principles of reactive power compensation. Traditional VAR compensators are reviewed,
with emphasis on a Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR). A novel approach for reactor
switching based on a PWM technique is described in this chapter. The drawbacks of TCR
and advantages for a PWM-based reactor switching over a traditional thyristor angle firing
switching are also discussed in the chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the basic issues of the current commutation from one phase to
other involving bi-directional switches. Different topologies for bi-directional switches are
reviewed and the possibilities for current commutation through the bi-directional switches
based on the sign of the voltage across the bi-directional switches or the direction of the
output current is also discussed. For the single-phase RSVC prototype, the preference
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of the current commutation through the bi-directional switches based on the voltage sign
across the switches is explained.
Chapter 4 presents a detailed guide for simulating open-loop and closed-loop RSVC
in Simulink. The chapter also shows the performance of the open-loop and closed-loop
RSVC design. Simulation results showing the performance of the voltage regulation loop
to track the reference voltage with normal and unstable input voltage are presented in this
chapter. The chapter also shows the performance of the power regulation loop involving
loads with positive and negative CVR factors and adjusting the reference voltage so that
minimum power is utilized.
Chapter 5 presents the experimental setup for testing the laboratory prototype of the
RSVC system. The performance of the open-loop RSVC laboratory prototype is analyzed
and discussed on the basis of the experimental results. Moreover, the experimental results
from the closed-loop RSVC testing and their performance with a resistive load are also
presented.
Chapter 6 includes a case study for the deployment of RSVC in an actual distribution
feeder to attain RSVC-enhanced CVR. It is shown that the peak shaving on the distribution
feeder can be performed by deploying RSVC devices, which can provide an alternative to
batteries commonly used for peak shaving and load demand management.
Chapter 7 provides a brief introduction to the literature that has been published on
RSVC. The literature includes applications of the RSVC which highlights the benefits
of RSVC over existing-technologies. The chapter provides some recommendations for
improving the RSVC prototype and also discusses the potential path to market for the
RSVC devices.
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CHAPTER 2
OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF RESIDENTIAL STATIC VAR
COMPENSATORS
A Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC) is an improved smart-grid device which
aims to solve power quality issues in distribution systems and residential feeders. This
chapter focuses on the operating principles of the RSVC and its interaction with the dis-
tribution and residential feeders based on understanding the power transfer between two
single-phase sources in an AC power system. A brief review of the classical Static VAR
Compensator (SVC) is also provided. The fundamental operating principle of the RSVC is
to provide reactive power compensation with a superior performance than that of a classical
SVC. The reactive power capabilities of the RSVC are also formulated and verified.
2.1 Fundamental Principles of AC Power Flow
In order to understand the operating principle of an RSVC, it is important to grasp the
concept of AC power flow when there are two active energy sources in the system. Consider
a power system as shown in Figure 2.1 with two energy sources labeled as EG and ER.
The energy source EG represents the power source (distribution/residential feeder) at the
sending end and ER represents the power source (say a shunt capacitor or an RSVC) at the
receiving end. The leakage reactance between the two sources is represented by an inductor
of impedance X .
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Qs
VS∠ VR∠0jX
Figure 2.1: Power transfer between two power sources.
The complex powers at the sending and receiving ends of the power system are,
SS = PS+ jQS =
VS
X
(VR sinδ − jVR cosδ + jVS) (2.1)
SR = PR+ jQR =
VR
X
(VS sinδ + jVS cosδ − jVR) (2.2)
In the distribution system, the difference between the angle in the sending end voltage and
receiving end voltage, power angle δ , is approximately equal to 0. It can be approximated
that there there is no real power transfer between the two power sources since the δ = 0.
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be reduced to,
PS = PR = 0 (2.3)
SS = jQS = j
VS
X
(VS−VR) (2.4)
SR = jQR = j
VR
X
(VS−VR) (2.5)
In this special case, it is seen that the flow of reactive power solely depends on voltage
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levels. From Equations (2.4) and (2.5), in the case where the sending end voltage is greater
than the receiving end voltage, i.e.,VS >VR, then both QS and QR are positive and QS >QR.
This means that the reactive power flows from the sending end to the receiving end of
the line. This case happens when a lagging or inductive current is flowing through the
impedance X , therefore, resulting in a lower receiving end voltage. Similarly, when the
sending end voltage is less than the receiving end voltage, i.e.,VS <VR, both QS and QR are
negative and QS <QR. This implies that the reactive power flows from the receiving end to
sending end of the line. In this case, a leading or capacitive current is flowing through the
impedance, which results in a higher receiving end voltage.
The change of the terminal voltages, ∆V = VS−VR, depends on the reactive power.
Equation (2.5) can be rewritten as,
∆V =VS−VR = XQRVR
(2.6)
where VS, VR and QR respectively show the sending end voltage, receiving end voltage
and the reactive power drawn at the receiving end of the power system. If ∆V is positive,
then the difference in the terminal voltages can be minimized by decreasing QR, which
increases VR. This mode of operation is called a capacitive mode. If ∆V is negative, then
QR is increased to minimize ∆V , which decreases VR. This mode of operation is called an
inductive mode.
2.2 Effect of Shunt Reactive Power Compensation
Consider a power system as shown in Figure 2.2. The power system is similar to the power
system shown in Figure 2.1 except there is a switch connected in series with energy source
E, which is capable of providing variable reactive power. The power system consists of
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an energy source at the sending end EG with the voltage given by VS. This energy source
is connected with a load, L, via a transmission line having line reactance given by X . The
output voltage at the load L is given by VR.
VS VRjXEG
E
L
O
A
D
L
SW
I
Figure 2.2: Variable reactive power source connected in shunt with the load.
For the reference case, consider that the variable reactive power source, E, is turned off,
i.e., the switch SW is open. Therefore, the vector sum of the input voltage is given as,
#»
VS =
# »
VR+ jX
#»
I (2.7)
VREF
VR
VS
jXI
I
Figure 2.3: Phasor diagram of an electrical grid during nominal operation.
Figure 2.3 shows the phasor diagram of the power system without any contribution
from E. The phasor diagram shows the normal operating conditions of the power system.
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During this condition, the load voltage at the customer in the distribution feeder is at the
required reference level VREF .
To understand the effect of the shunt reactive power compensation using E, let’s con-
sider the following two modes:
1. When the voltage at the receiving end is less than the reference voltage, i.e., VR <
VREF . In this case, the variable reactive power source works in the capacitive mode
to boost the load voltage. For example, this case is typical for customers at the end
of the distribution feeder;
2. When the load voltage at the receiving end is greater than the required reference
voltage, i.e., VR > VREF . In this case, the variable reactive power source suppresses
the load voltage and works in the inductive mode. For example, this case arises when
the electric utility implements CVR and the voltage at the feeder source needs to be
dropped lower so that the entire feeder can participate in the CVR.
In the capacitive mode, the shunt energy source should inject reactive power to boost
the load voltage. In other words, when switch SW is connected to the power system E
should behave as a capacitor. The reactive power injected will flow to the load, reducing
the amount of reactive power supplied by the source, therefore decreasing the voltage drop
across the transmission line and increasing the load voltage. In terms of the terminal
voltages, without the reactive power source ∆V = VS −VR is positive. The ∆V can be
minimized by increasing the VR. This can be achieved by reducing the reactive power flow
in the transmission line by providing the reactive power the load consumes locally.
Figure 2.4 shows the phasor diagram of the system with the shunt reactive energy
source. Without the reactive power source, the input current I lags the input voltage VS
therefore creating an under-voltage scenario at the receiving end of the feeder relative to
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the new reference voltage VREF,1. When the reactive energy source is added to the power
system, it acts as the capacitor, thus making the input current I1 less inductive. As a result,
the receiving end voltage is higher than the initial level.
VREF,1
VR
VS
jXI1
I1
VREF
I
Ic
Figure 2.4: Phasor diagram of an electrical grid during under-voltage operation with
reactive shunt compensation.
In the inductive mode, the shunt energy source should absorb reactive power to decrease
the load voltage. In other words, E should behave as an inductor so as to make the current
flowing through the transmission line more inductive. The phasor diagrams of the power
system with the shunt reactive energy source is shown in Figure 2.5. Without the reactive
power source, the input current I lags the input voltageVS. When the reactive energy source
is added to the power system (for the over-voltage operation), it acts as an inductor, thus
making the current I2 more inductive and therefore making the receiving end voltage lower
than the initial level.
In the phasor diagrams shown in this section, the sending end voltageVS is kept constant
whereas the receiving end voltage VR is varied according to the reference voltage. The
phasor diagrams show that the receiving end voltage can be adjusted with the help of shunt
reactive energy source E, therefore enabling the electric utilities to control the voltages at
different points across the distribution feeders.
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VR
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Figure 2.5: Phasor diagram of an electrical grid during over-voltage operation without
reactive shunt compensation.
2.3 Reactive Power Compensation Techniques
The successful and efficient operation of a power system depends on the control of the
voltages at the terminals of the equipment connected to the distribution feeders. The
problem of maintaining the voltages at the customer’s location within the required limits
specified by the ANSI C84.1 standard is complicated. A distribution feeder supplies power
to a vast number of loads. The composition of the load changes depending on the day,
the season and the weather. However, the overall behavior of the loads is such that they
absorb reactive power. Therefore, as the load varies, the reactive power requirements of the
distribution feeder also vary. Moreover, with the growing number of distributed renewable
generations, the power supplied by the generating units is not constant. Hence, additional
means are usually required to control the voltage throughout the distribution feeder.
The generating units at the source of the transmission or distribution line provide the
primary voltage across the power system. Electrical utilities are mandated to maintain
voltage levels within a specified range at the residential level. Due to load variations
and fluctuations in renewable generation, utilities rely on the flow of reactive power to
control the voltage at the residential level. The devices that are used for this purpose can
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be classified as follows:
1. Reactive power sources and sinks, e.g., shunt capacitors, shunt reactors, synchronous
condensers and Static VAR Compensators (SVCs).
2. Line reactance compensators, e.g., series capacitors.
3. Regulating transformers, such as tap-changing transformers and in-line voltage reg-
ulators.
Shunt capacitors provide reactive power at the point of connection and help boost local
voltages. In the distribution system, shunt capacitors are extensively used to provide power
factor correction. Most loads have a lagging power factor, i.e., they absorb reactive power.
In some cases, shunt capacitors are deployed alongside local loads having lagging power
factors rather than wheeling the reactive power from remote sources. The power system is
compensated by providing a leading current to reduce the lagging current caused by an AC
source. Figure 2.6 represents the phasor diagram of an AC system without shunt reactive
compensation and Figure 2.7 shows the effect of shunt compensation in the overall AC
system.
Another example of a shunt reactive power source/sink is synchronous condenser. A
synchronous condenser is connected in shunt to provide variable reactive power to the
electric grid. A synchronous condenser is a synchronous machine which is running without
a primary mover or a mechanical load. The reactive power supplied by a synchronous
condenser depends on the DC field excitation. For a leading power factor, a synchronous
machine is overexcited, which produces a back electromagnetic force (EMF) greater than
the applied voltage. Similarly, an underexcited synchronous machine produces a lagging
power factor.
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Figure 2.6: Radial AC system without reactive power compensation.
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Figure 2.7: Radial AC system with shunt reactive power compensation.
Line compensation (or series compensators) involves decreasing the inductive reactance
of power lines by installing series capacitors. This helps to reduce the effective reactive
power loss I2X between the busses, decrease the voltage drop and increase the real power
that can be transmitted. Figure 2.8 represents the phasor diagram of an AC system without
series reactive compensation and Figure 2.9 shows the effect of series compensation in the
overall AC system. A decrease in the line reactance not only reduces the voltage drop in
the lines but also improves the voltage at the receiving end.
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Figure 2.8: Radial AC system without reactive power compensation.
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Figure 2.9: Radial AC system with series reactive power compensation.
2.4 Static VAR Compensators (SVCs)
Unlike shunt capacitors, shunt reactors and series capacitors, Static VAR Compensators
(SVCs) provide active compensation. SVCs are shunt-connected reactive power generators
or absorbers that can provide variable reactive power output. The term “static” in SVC
indicates that this compensator has no moving or rotating component. Therefore, the main
components of a Static VAR Compensator consist of reactive power generators (capacitors),
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reactive power absorbers (reactors), and a control system to regulate the amount of reactive
power generated or absorbed by an SVC.
2.4.1 Different Configurations of SVCs
Based on the reactive power requirements, the following components make up all or part
of a Static VAR Compensator:
• Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR)
• Thyristor-Switched Reactor (TSR)
• Thyristor-Switched Capacitor (TSC)
• Fixed-Capacitor with Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (FC-TCR)
• Mechanically-Switched Capacitors or Reactors
A number of SVC configurations are possible by combining different SVC components.
Figure 2.10 shows different configurations for SVC. The following sections discuss the
general principles of SVC operation and then review the characteristics of commonly used
configurations of an SVC.
2.5 SVC Characteristics
From the viewpoint of power system operation, an SVC is a device that can provide
variable reactive power. It is a combination of shunt capacitors and shunt reactors, both
of which are used to control the voltage and reactive power at the terminal of an SVC.
An ideal SVC is capable of providing a variable amount of reactive power to support
the bus voltage to which it is connected. That is, an ideal SVC possesses an unlimited
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Figure 2.10: Different Configurations of Static VAR Compensator.
reactive power generation/absorption capability with no power loss during its operation.
Figure 2.11a shows an ideal SVC connected to a power bus and Figure 2.11b shows
the V/I characteristics of an ideal SVC which is plotted on a graph of AC bus voltage
(VBUS) against the SVC reactive current (ISVC). The current ISVC can either be capacitive or
inductive depending on the requirement to regulate the bus voltage. If the VBUS is higher
than reference voltage Vo, then an inductive current is provided by the SVC to regulate the
bus voltage to Vo. Similarly, if the VBUS is lower than the Vo then SVC provides capacitive
current.
Practically, an SVC has a limited reactive power capability. The reactive power require-
ments for an SVC depend on the characteristics of the bus voltage to which it is connected.
The voltage of the bus connected to an SVC is a function of the SVC current ISVC, i.e.,
the voltage increases linearly with the capacitive current and decreases linearly with the
inductive current. Figure 2.12 shows the V/I characteristics of a realistic SVC, which is
obtained from a variable reactor with a fixed capacitor. The slope of the line XS represents
the SVC reactance. When the bus voltage is equal to the reference voltage Vo then the
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Figure 2.11: An ideal Static VAR Compensator.
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Figure 2.12: V/I characteristics of an SVC having a fixed capacitor and variable reactor.
capacitive reactance of the fixed capacitor cancels the inductive reactance of the variable
reactor. When the bus voltage level is higher than Vo, an inductive current is injected
by the SVC to regulate the bus voltage. However, if the bus voltage exceeds the SVC
inductive limit, then VBUS becomes a function of inductive reactance only. Similarly, the
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SVC provides capacitive current to regulate bus voltage, when the voltage level is lower
thanVo. The figure also shows the susceptance limits B for the SVC. The V/I characteristics
of SVC can be described by the following equations,
VBUS =

Vo+ jXs.ISVC when the SVC is the voltage regulation mode
− j ISVCBc,max when the SVC is fully capacitive
j ISVCBL,max when the SVC is fully inductive
(2.8)
2.5.1 SVC Characteristics in a Power System
The combined characteristics of an SVC connected to the power system is shown in Fig-
ure 2.13. The middle line in the figure shows the nominal system conditions. During
nominal conditions, the bus voltage is equal to Vo and the SVC is operating at A, i.e., there
is no current injected or absorbed by the SVC to maintain the bus voltage. When the system
voltage increases, due to light loading conditions, the bus voltage increases from Vo to V1
without an SVC. With the SVC, the SVC operating point moves to point B, where it absorbs
an inductive current I3, and moves the system voltage to V3, lower than V1. Similarly, if the
bus voltage decreases from Vo to V2 due to heavy loading conditions, the SVC operating
point moves to point C, where it generates a capacitive current I4, and brings the operating
point voltage to V4 instead of V2. As shown in the ideal SVC characteristic in Figure 2.11,
if the slope of SVC characteristic is zero, the bus voltage would have been maintained at
Vo for both cases. For voltage outside the control range, the SVC operates at either of the
two extremes which are determined by the ratings of the reactors and capacitors as given in
Equation (2.8).
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Figure 2.13: V/I characteristics of an SVC having a fixed capacitor and variable reactor
with operating points for given power systems.
2.6 Thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR)
To understand the variable reactive power provided by the SVC, thyristor-controlled reac-
tors (TCR) are reviewed in this section. The basic element of a TCR is a reactor which is
connected in series with a bi-directional thyristor valve. Figure 2.14 shows a single-phase
TCR which consists of a reactor connected in series with two thyristor valves (SCR1 and
SCR2). The reactive power generated by the TCR can be varied by controlling the current
flowing through the reactor. The following sections provide a detailed overview for the
operational principle of a TCR and calculate the harmonics generated by TCR current.
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Figure 2.14: Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR).
2.6.1 Principle of operation
Each thyristor in the valve conducts on alternate half-cycles of the supply frequency, de-
pending on the firing angle α , which is measured from a zero-crossing of the supply
voltage. The maximum current contribution is obtained when the forward thyristor, SCR2,
is fired at an angle of pi/2 and the reverse thyristor, SCR1, is fired at 3pi/2 as shown in the
first plot of Figure 2.15. Partial current contribution is obtained when the firing angle α is
varied between pi/2 and pi for SCR2 (and α +pi for SCR1). The firing angles between 0
and pi/2 are not allowed, as they produce asymmetrical current with a DC component. The
second plot and third plot in Figure 2.15 show the case when the firing angle is greater than
pi/2. The current conduction for the TCR decreases as the firing angle approaches to pi .
In order to derive the current flowing through a TCR, let σ be the conduction angle
related to the firing angle α by,
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Figure 2.15: Voltage and current waveforms in a TCR for different thyristor gating angles.
σ = 2(pi−α) (2.9)
The instantaneous current i(t) through a TCR is given by,
i(t) =

√
2V
XL
(cosα− cosωt) for α < ωt < α+σ
0 for α+σ < ωt < α+pi
(2.10)
where V is the RMS value of the bus voltage. Equation (2.10) can be derived from the
following differential equation,
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L
di
dt
= vs(t) (2.11)
where L is the inductance of the reactor in TCR and vs(t) =
√
2V sinωt. Integrating the
above equation gives,
i(t) =− V
ωL
cosωt+C (2.12)
where C is the constant of integration which can be found by using a boundary condition
when ωt = α . Then,
i(ωt = α) = 0 (2.13)
Therefore, the instantaneous current i(t) can be found as,
i(t) =
√
2V
XL
(cosα− cosωt) (2.14)
2.6.2 Harmonic Analysis for TCR Current
A Fourier analysis is used to calculate the fundamental component of the TCR current
i1(t,α). The Fourier series for the fundamental component of any signal is given as,
i1(t,α) = a1 cosωt+b1 sinωt (2.15)
It can be seen that the TCR current i(t) in Figure 2.15 has a quarter-wave symmetry.
Therefore, the fundamental component of current waveform i1(t,α) has even-function
symmetry, i.e., f (−t) = f (t) for all t, therefore b1 = 0 and half-wave symmetry, i.e.,
f (t±T/2) = − f (t) for all t, therefore all even harmonics are zero. Then, the coefficient
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a1 can be found as,
a1 =
8
T
∫ T/4
0
f (t)cosωt dt =
4
pi
∫ pi/2
0
f (θ)cosθ dθ (2.16)
Solving the integral in Equation (2.16) from firing angle α to pi by using Equation (2.14)
gives the following expression of the fundamental component of the thyristor current,
I1(α) =
V
ωL
(2pi−2α+ sin2α
pi
)
(2.17)
In terms of the conduction angle σ , the fundamental component of the TCR current is given
as,
I1(σ) =
V
ωL
(σ − sin σ
pi
)
(2.18)
The current can also be written in terms of susceptance B as,
I1(σ) =VBTCR(σ) (2.19)
where
BTCR(σ) = Bmax
(σ − sin σ
pi
)
(2.20)
and
Bmax =
1
ωL
(2.21)
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Figure 2.16 shows the variation of the per unit value of BTCR with the firing angle α .
As susceptance is the measure of how much a circuit is susceptible to conducting current,
the plot in Figure 2.16 shows that the ability to conduct current by the TCR decreases
as the firing angle α increases. In other words, a thyristor-controlled reactor acts as
variable susceptance (or variable reactance) device. The variation of susceptance changes
the fundamental current component which leads to a variable reactor power absorbed by
the reactor.
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Figure 2.16: Variation of the TCR susceptance BTCR with firing angle α .
For nth-order harmonics, if the anti-parallel thyristors in the TCR are fired at the same
firing angles in the positive and negative half-cycles of the source voltage, then even
harmonics are not generated due to an even quarter-wave symmetry (i.e., a combination of
an even-function symmetry plus a half-wave symmetry). Consequently, only the nth-order
odd harmonics appear in the TCR current. These harmonics can be computed using a
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Fourier series as follows,
In =
4
pi
∫ pi/2
0
f (θ)sinθ dθ =− V
ωL
4
pi
∫ pi
α
(cos α− cos θ)cos nθdθ (2.22)
The above equation can be separated into two integrals such as,
In =− VωL
4
pi
∫ pi
α
(cos α cos nθdθ − cos θ cos nθ dθ) (2.23)
Using trigonometric identities, the nth-order harmonics are expressed as,
In(α) =− VωL
4
pi
[cos α sin nα
n
− sin(n−1)α
2(n−1) −
sin(n+1)α
2(n+1)
]
=
V
ωL
4
pi
[sin α cos(nα)−ncos α sin(nα)
n(n2−1)
] (2.24)
where n = 3,5,7, .... Figure 2.17 shows the variation of the amplitude of different har-
monics in the TCR current. It can be seen that the harmonics do not peak at the same
firing angle. The peak values for different harmonic currents are also expressed as the
percentage of the fundamental component in Figure 2.17. Figure 2.18 shows the THD in
the TCR current at different firing angles. The plot also shows the decay of the fundamental
component of the TCR current with the firing angle.
Thyristor-controlled reactors have the desirable property of variable reactance but due
to the presence of lower-order harmonics, single-phase TCR are generally not employed in
distribution and residential feeders.
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Figure 2.17: Harmonics in the TCR current.
2.6.3 Three-Phase Thyristor-Controlled Reactor
A three-phase TCR consists of three single-phase TCRs connected in a delta configura-
tion. Each leg of a three-phase TCR consists of a reactor connected with two anti-parallel
thyristors, therefore requiring a total of six gate firing pulses. If the phases in a three-phase
TCR consists of identical reactors and are fed from a balanced three-phase voltage supply,
then the harmonic currents generate only odd harmonics given that the thyristors are fired
symmetrically.
The primary purpose of using the delta configuration of the three single-phase TCR is
to prevent triplen-harmonics (harmonics which are multiples of three) to get into the power
system. The elimination of the third and its multiple harmonics from the power system can
be explained using Figure 2.19. Let iAB, iBC and iCA represent the phase currents in the delta
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Figure 2.19: A delta-connected three-phase TCR.
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connection and IA, IB and IC represent the line currents in the respective lines connected to
the 3-phase delta connection. The nth-order harmonic currents are expressed as,
iAB,n = an cos(nωt+φn)
iBC,n = an cos(nωt+φn−n 2pi3 )
iCA,n = an cos(nωt+φn+n
2pi
3
) (2.25)
For triplen-harmonics currents, n = 3k+ 3 and k = 0,2, . . . . The nth-order harmonic line
current iA,n can be calculated as follows,
iA,n = iAB,n− iCA,n = 0 (2.26)
Similarly, iB,n and iC,n can also be calculated. For triplen-harmonic components of the TCR
current, the line currents iA,(3k+3), iB,(3k+3) and iC,(3k+3) reduce to zero. Therefore, the third
and multiple of third harmonics generated as a result of the non-sinusoidal TCR current is
trapped in the delta configuration and cannot flow into the lines due to balanced operation.
In general, three-phase TCRs are provided with LC or LRC filters in shunt. These
filters are tuned to cancel the dominant 5th and 7th order harmonic frequencies. For a
single-phase TCR, a 3rd-order harmonic filter needs to be installed in shunt with the TCR
to eliminate the dominant harmonic components. Moreover, the change in reactor current
can only happen once during each half cycle. This lack of controllability of the reactive
power during a complete cycle is another drawback for the thyristor-controlled reactor.
The thyristor gating signals must stay synchronized with the AC mains voltage under all
circumstances. This synchronization is achieved by using a phase-locked loop (PLL) that
operates synchronously with the AC system voltage and produces a thyristor gate-firing
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sequence with respect to the peak of that voltage. The control system responsible for the
PLL must be fast enough to respond during system faults and voltage fluctuations. The use
of a synchronization block for producing gate signals not only poses technical difficulties
but also increases the total components required for building a single-phase SVC.
2.7 Thyristor-Switched Reactor (TSR)
The thyristor-switched reactor (TSR) is a special case for the TCR. If the thyristors valves
in the TCR are fired at the instants when the voltage peak occurs in the positive and negative
half-cycles, it results in the full conduction of TCR current, as shown in Figure 2.15.
Therefore, for α = pi/2 for positive and α = pi in negative half-cycles; maximum current
flows in the TCR. However, if no firing pulses are applied, then no current flows through
the TCR. The thyristor-switched reactor operates in the same manner as a TCR. However,
instead of using two anti-parallel thyristor switches, the TSR uses a single thyristor switch.
A major drawback of using the TSR is that instead of getting a variable reactive power as
in the case of the TCR, the TSR operates in two states only, i.e., it is either fully on or fully
off.
When a large magnitude of inductive reactive power, QL, is required, a part of it is
supplied by the TSR, QL,TSR, and the rest is supplied by the TCR, QL,TCR(α). The total
inductive reactive power for an SVC arrangement involving a TSR and TCR is given as,
QL = QL,TSR+QL,TCR(α) (2.27)
This arrangement results in reduced harmonic content compared to a single TCR of a sim-
ilar reactive power rating. However, the harmonics reduction is achieved by an increased
cost of thyristor switches.
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2.8 Thyristor-Switched Capacitor (TSC)
A thyristor-switched capacitor (TSC) consists of a capacitor bank, which is switched using
a thyristor valve. A typical TSC consists of a capacitor C in series with a bi-directional
thyristor valve and a small inductor L. The inductor L is used to limit the switching
transients and to prevent resonance with the power network.
2.8.1 Principle of Operation
In order to avoid capacitor switching transients, the thyristors are switched when the voltage
across them is at a maximum. Therefore, the thyristor firing control system is designed such
that the thyristors are fired at the positive or negative peak of the supply voltage. Figure 2.20
shows the operating principle of the switching operation of a TSC. The thyristors are fired
at time instant t1, which is chosen such that the bus voltage V is equal to the capacitor
voltage Vc in terms of magnitude and polarity. When it is required to open the capacitor
bank, the capacitor banks are switched out at the zero-crossing of the capacitor current Ic,
i.e., when the V =Vc.
2.8.2 Dynamic Response with Multiple TSCs
A thyristor-switched capacitor, in its simplest configuration, consists of a single capaci-
tor bank. The size of the capacitor bank can be calculated based on the reactive power
requirements QC as,
Creq =
V 2
ωQC
(2.28)
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Figure 2.20: Switching operation of a TSC.
where ω is the frequency of the supply voltage. However, instead of using a single ca-
pacitor bank, multiple TSC branches can be used. An SVC can have n different values
for capacitors on different TSC branches. In this way, there are 2n discrete compensation
levels, including the zero reactive power level, when all TSC branches are disconnected.
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C1
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CC2C3
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Vref
Figure 2.21: V/I characteristics of a multiple TSC with operating points for given power
systems.
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Figure 2.21 shows the V/I characteristics of an SVC having three TSC branches. The
voltage regulation provided by such an SVC is discontinuous or step-wise. In the figure, S1
and S2 represent the power system characteristics. At a certain instant of time, the power
system is operating so that its characteristic is represented by line S1 and the voltage of
the bus is at point A. At this operating point, capacitor C1 is turned on to provide reactive
power support and the bus voltage increases to point B. After a certain time, the system
characteristics changes from S1 to S2 and the power system is now operating at point C. In
this case, the capacitor bank C2 will turn on and change the operating point to D, as shown
in the figure.
Despite the simple construction and working principle of the TSC, it is not widely
adopted due to the following disadvantages
• the reactive power compensation provided is not continuous and compensation can
only happen in discrete steps,
• each TSC branch in an SVC requires a separate thyristor valve and therefore it is not
economical,
• the voltage across the non-conducting thyristor in the thyristor valve is twice as high
as the peak supply voltage and thus requires high power rated thyristors.
Due to these issues, the fixed-capacitor with thyristor-controlled reactor (FC-TCR) be-
comes an economically viable option for providing reactive power compensation in the
power system.
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2.9 An Efficient Switched-Reactor-Based Static VAR Compensator
The Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) currently used in electric utilities are mainly based
on thyristor-controlled reactors (TCRs) with fixed or thyristor-switched capacitors. In order
to achieve both leading and lagging reactive power regulation, a single fixed capacitor
(FC) or multiple thyristor-switched capacitors are used together with a controlled reactor.
TCR-based compensators have simple power structures and control schemes. However,
they generate low-order harmonics and often require additional filters. Additionally, the
response time of the compensator is limited by the delay in thyristor gating control.
This section introduces a novel pulse-width modulation (PWM) based SVC which
includes a PWM-based switched reactor with a fixed capacitor to provide the voltage regu-
lation and reactive power compensation at the point of common coupling. The PWM-based
switched reactor is provided with a free wheeling current path which conducts the reactor
current when the reactor is disconnected from the power circuit. The PWM-based SVC
is capable of providing reactive power while keeping low harmonic injections in a power
system. Moreover, the PWM-based SVC can operate at higher switching frequencies with
a significantly faster response time compared to a conventional SVC based on thyristor gate
firing.
2.9.1 PWM-Based Switched Reactor
Figure 2.22 shows a single-phase, PWM-based switched reactor topology. A detailed
analysis for this topology can also be found in the literature [36]. The single-phase cir-
cuit requires two bi-directional switches, each of which is built using two unidirectional
switches and two diodes, as explained in Chapter 3. In this figure, the switches SW1 and
SW2 represent two bi-directional switches with complementary gating signals. The switch
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Figure 2.22: PWM-based switched reactor
SW2 is used to conduct the inductor current when switch SW1 is open and vice versa. By
using high frequency switching, the fundamental component of the inductor current can
be controlled. Assuming the switches to be ideal, meaning their switching and conduction
losses are negligible, when SW1 is closed (SW2 is open), a voltage VL appears across the
inductor. It can be shown that the RMS magnitude of the fundamental component of this
voltage is related to the RMS magnitude of the quasi-sinusoidal source voltage VS,RMS by
the following expression,
VL1,RMS = DVS,RMS (2.29)
where D is the duty cycle ratio defined as time interval when SW1 is conducting. Similarly,
the RMS magnitude of the fundamental component of the top switch current ISW1,RMS is
related to the RMS magnitude of the quasi-sinusoidal inductor current by the following
expression,
ISW1,RMS = DIL1,RMS (2.30)
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From the above equations, the equivalent input inductive reactance Xin can be found by
using the following expression,
Xin(D) =
VS,RMS
ISW1,RMS
=
VL1,RMS/D
DIL1,RMS
=
XL
D2
(2.31)
From Equation (2.31), it can be seen that Xin(D) can be controlled by the duty cycle D.
This makes the fixed inductor reactance to appear like a variable reactance as a function
of duty cycle. The dynamic reactive power for the PWM-based switched inductor can be
expressed by the following expression,
QL(D) =
V 2s
Xin(D)
By increasing the duty cycle, the input reactance Xin decreases, while the inductive reactive
power increases. There is a noticeable improvement in the performance of the PWM-
based switched inductor compared to the conventional TCR due to the presence of an
alternating path for the inductor current through switch SW2 which is helpful in keeping
the inductor current quasi-sinusoidal. This improvement eliminates the requirement for
additional filtering circuits that are required for limiting the harmonics in the conventional
TCR. The reactive power injected by the PWM-based switched inductor is continuously
variable. It can be varied at any time during each cycle by varying the duty cycle D
of switch SW1. This fact also eliminates the need for a synchronization block that is
required for providing gating signals to thyristors. Due to lower power ratings for the
reactive components involved and reduction in the total components required (the harmonic
filtering) to realize this device, PWM-based SVC is economically more feasible than a
conventional SVC. Using this new approach, utilities can benefit with having the same
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characteristics of a TCR-FC without polluting the AC system with low-order harmonics.
2.9.2 Switching the Current Harmonic Distortion for the PWM-Based Switched
Reactor
Let vs(t) be the input source voltage and iL(t) be the current flowing through the inductor
as shown in Figure 2.22. Assume that the source voltage vs(t) is quasi-sinusoidal and of
the form,
vs(t) =
√
2Vs1 sin(ωt) (2.32)
whereVs1 is the RMS value of the fundamental component of the source voltage. Similarly,
assume a quasi-sinusoidal inductor current iL(t),
iL(t) =
√
2IL1 sin(ωt−90◦) (2.33)
where IL1 is the RMS value of the fundamental component of the inductor current. The cur-
rent through the switch SW1 is the product of the inductor current iL(t) and the switching
function given by the gating signal for the SW1. The switching function is a PMW function
f (t) whose Fourier series analysis is provided in Appendix A. The switching function f (t)
can be expressed as,
f (t) = a0 +
∞
∑
n=1
an cos(nk fωt) = D+
∞
∑
n=1
2
npi
sin(npiD)cos(nk fωt) (2.34)
where D is the duty cycle of the switch SW1 and k f is the ratio between the switching
frequency fsw and the fundamental frequency of 60 Hz, i.e., k f = fsw/60. Using Equa-
tion (2.33) and Equation (2.34), the switching current can be computed as follows,
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isw(t) = f (t) iL(t)
=
(
D+
∞
∑
n=1
2
npi
sin(npiD) cos(nk fωt)
)
iL(t)
(2.35)
Once the switching harmonics greater than fsw are neglected then isw(t) is given as,
isw(t)∼=
(
D+
2
pi
sin(piD)cos(k fωt)
)(√
2IL1 sin(ωt−90◦)
)
(2.36)
Assuming the inductor current is sinusoidal, the sum of the higher harmonics in the inductor
current can be neglected. Therefore, the current through the switch isw(t) can be simplified
as follows,
isw(t) =
√
2DIL1 sin(ωt−90◦)−D1IL1
(
cos(ωt(k f −1))+ cos(ωt(k f +1))
)
(2.37)
where D1 = 4sin(piD)/pi
√
2. The fundamental component of the current through switch
SW1 is given by the first term of the switching current isw(t) at the frequency of the source
frequency ωt. Therefore, the RMS value of the fundamental component of the input current
is given as,
ISW1,RMS = DIL1,RMS (2.38)
This result is similar to the result mentioned in Equation (2.30). The result in Equa-
tion (2.37) is important as it indicates that the harmonics generated by switching an inductor
depends on the switching frequency fsw. The current harmonics produced by the PWM-
based reactor switching are moved to the switching frequency band as opposed to the lower
order current harmonics generated by the thyristor current reactor due to the non-sinusoidal
inductor current.
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2.9.3 Input Current Harmonic Distortion for PWM-Based Switched Reactor
The fundamental component of the input current iin,1 is given by the first term of the
switching current in Equation (2.37) and the fundamental component of the capacitor
current as,
iin,1 = isw,1 + ic,1
=
√
2DIL1 sin(ωt−90◦)+ VsXc sin(ωt+90
◦)
=Vs
(D2
XL
− 1
Xc
)
sin(ωt−90◦)
(2.39)
The harmonic component of the input current iin,n is calculated with the help of Fig-
ure 2.23. In this figure, iin,n shows the harmonics of the input current, (nk f ±1)XT shows the
equivalent leakage reactance, Xc/(nk f ± 1) shows the equivalent fixed capacitor reactance
and isw,n represents the harmonics of the switching current as given by Equation (2.37).
Note that Equation (2.37) only shows the fundamental component of the switch current and
the components of the switching current present at the switching frequency. The harmonics
of the input current iin,n can be calculated as follows,
iin,n =
[
Xc/(nk f +1)
XT (nk f +1)+Xc/(nk f +1)
+
Xc/(nk f −1)
XT (nk f −1)+Xc/(nk f −1)
]
isw,n
=
[
1
1+ XTXc (nk f ±1)2
]
isw,n
(2.40)
If n= 1 in Equation (2.40), then iin,1 is given as,
iin,1 =
[
1
1+ XTXc (k f ±1)2
]
isw,1 (2.41)
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Figure 2.23: The circuit for calculating the input current iin,n harmonics.
From Equation (2.41), it can be seen that the input harmonic current only exists at the
switching frequency band. Hence, the principle advantage of a PWM-based Static VAR
Compensator lies in its ability to move the harmonics, created by a single-phase PWM-
based SVC, into the switching frequency band as compared to the lower-order harmon-
ics that existed in a single-phase conventional thyristor-based SVC, as shown in Equa-
tion (2.24).
2.9.4 The Reactive Power Capability of a PWM-Based Switched Reactor with a
Fixed Capacitor
Figure 2.24 shows the structure for a single-phase compensator with a PWM-based switched
reactor and fixed capacitor. The switches are turned on in a complementary fashion to
provide a free-wheeling path for the reactor current. The net reactive power supplied or
generated by the compensator QSVC can be calculated as,
QSVC = QC−QL(D) =V 2s
( 1
XC
− D
2
XL
)
(2.42)
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Figure 2.24: Single-phase PWM-based switched reactor with fixed capacitor.
where QC is the reactive power supplied by the capacitor, QL(D) is the reactive power
absorbed by the reactor as a function of duty cycle, D is the duty cycle of the SW1, Vs is
the fundamental component of the capacitor voltage, XC is the capacitor reactance given as
XC = 1/ωC, and XL is the nominal inductor reactance given as XL = ωL. It is to be noted
that the capacitors not only provide the leading reactive power but also aid in reducing the
high-frequency harmonics. This scheme helps to eliminate the use of additional filters and
thus simplify the overall single-phase SVC structure.
2.9.5 Design Example
In order to present the design process, a per-unit (pu) system is used. The voltage rating for
the secondary side of the transformer and its power ratings are used as the base values. The
design procedure is presented for a compensator that can provide a reactive power change
from 1 pu (lagging) to 1 pu (leading). The design task is to find the capacitance C, the
reactor L and the switching frequency fsw that satisfies the above mentioned requirements.
As capacitors are used to provide the leading reactive power, the inductor is completely
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disconnected, i.e., the duty cycle for SW1 is zero. Therefore, the reactive power of the
capacitance can be calculated as,
QSVC = QC =
V 2s
Xc
= ωCV 2s (2.43)
Since, Vs = 1 pu and Qc = 1 pu, therefore Xc = 1 pu. For the lagging reactive power of
1 p.u., the switch SW1 remains on all the time. Therefore, the reactive power is given as
follows,
QSVC = QC−QL(D)
∣∣
D=1
=V 2s
( 1
XC
− 1
XL
) (2.44)
Using Vs = 1 p.u., Qc = −1 p.u. and Xc = 1 p.u., the inductive reactance XL is equal to
0.5 p.u. The leakage inductance of the transformer LT also has a significant effect on the
performance of the transformer. A typical distribution transformer has a leakage inductance
value of 5% p.u. For the purpose of this analysis, the role of LT is ignored. The overall
reactive power given by the proposed PWM-based SVC can be plotted as a function of the
duty cycle as shown in Figure 2.25. The figure shows that for the duty cycle less than 0.71,
the compensator behaves in the capacitive region. Above 0.71, the compensator provides
inductive reactive power. At duty cycle D = 0.71, the leading and lagging currents cancel
each other.
To conclude, this chapter proposes an improved device for shunt compensation. The
proposed compensator consists of a fixed capacitor in shunt with a switched reactor which
is controlled by two switches. The two switches are turned on and off in a complemen-
tary manner using a pulse-width modulation technique that allows the reactor to function
as a continuously-variable inductor. The proposed compensator has several advantages
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Figure 2.25: The reactive power provided by the PWM-based switched reactor with a fixed
capacitor compensator.
compared to a conventional thyristor-based static var compensator (SVC), such as a quasi-
sinusoidal inductor current, sub-cycle reactive power controllability, lower footprint for
reactive components, and its realization as a single-phase device.
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CHAPTER 3
BI-DIRECTIONAL SOLID STATE SWITCHES IN RESIDENTIAL
STATIC VAR COMPENSATORS (RSVCS)
The bi-directional switch (also known as a four-quadrant switch or 4Q switch or AC switch)
is an essential part of the proposed Residential Static VAR Compensator. A bi-directional
switch has the capability of conducting current in both directions, as well as blocking
voltages of both polarities. The realization of these switches presents technical challenges
in the implementation of current commutation techniques in direct AC switching. Research
has been underway to fabricate a bi-directional switch on a single silicon die [37,38]. So far,
very few bi-directional switches are available in the power electronics market [39]. There-
fore, discrete unidirectional switches are used to implement bi-directional switches. In this
chapter, the realization of bi-directional switches is presented and the current commutation
techniques from one phase to another phase through bi-directional is also discussed.
3.1 Bi-Directional Switches Topologies
Bi-directional switches are realized using discrete semiconductor devices. Figure 3.1 shows
four possible topologies to realize bi-directional switches. In Figure 3.1a, a bi-directional
switch has been created by two anti-parallel thyristors similar to the ones present in thyristor-
controlled reactors or thyristor-switched capacitors. In the switch-off case, i.e., when both
thyristors are off, the terminal voltage appears across the thyristors. In the switch-on case,
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both thyristors are on and the current can pass in either direction. It is possible to control
the direction of the current by controlling the switch-on conditions of the thyristors, i.e., by
controlling the phase-angle at which the thyristors are triggered. This type of bi-directional
switch requires two driving circuitry, one for each thyristor. The switch-on power losses for
two anti-parallel thyristors depend on the voltage drop across the thyristor in the switch-on
condition. Since only one device is active for conducting positive or negative cycles
of current, the switch-on power losses are minimum. However, a drawback for such a
topology is that, once the thyristor conducts, it does not turn off until the current through
it becomes negative. The current stays zero until another gate trigger pulse is applied and
the thyristor begins conducting again. This makes the operation of a bi-directional switch
consisting of two anti-parallel thyristors very slow.
Sb
Sa
(a) Anti-parallel Thyristors (b) Diode-bridge
(c) Common-emitter (d) Common-collector
Figure 3.1: Topologies of bi-directional switches.
The diode-bridge bi-directional switch arrangement, shown in Figure 3.1b, consists of
a unidirectional IGBT at the center of a four diode-bridge arrangement [40]. The main
advantage associated with a diode-bridge topology is that only one gate driving circuitry
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is required to control the flow of current. In the switch-off case, the IGBT is off and
the terminal voltage of either polarity is applied to the IGBT through the diodes. For the
positive direction of current, as shown in the figure, diodes Da and Db conduct through the
IGBT. When the current direction changes, it is commuted through the opposite conducting
diodes Dc and Dd. Therefore, there are three devices involved in the conduction of the
current, which contributes to greater switch-on conduction losses compared to two anti-
parallel thyristors. Also, it is impossible to control the direction of the current conduction.
The current will conduct in either direction when the IGBT is switched on. The IGBT can
be switched much faster than the thyristors, so high-speed switching is possible by using a
diode-bridge bi-directional switch topology.
In Figure 3.1c, a bi-directional switch has been created by using two unidirectional
IGBTs and two diodes [41, 42]. In this topology, a conduction path for the current exists
in both directions. Also, the diodes provide the reverse voltage blocking capability. In
the switch-off case, both IGBTs are off and the terminal voltage appears across one of the
IGBT switches, depending on the voltage polarity. In the switch-on case, the current is
conducted by the IGBT and a diode, depending on the direction. For example, the current
passes through Sa, Db or Sb, Da. The two IGBTs can be used independently to control
the current direction as well. The switch-on conduction losses are less than a diode-bridge
bi-direction switch as only two devices are used for conduction. Moreover, faster switching
is possible for the switches using such a bi-directional switching topology.
In Figure 3.1d, a bi-directional switch similar to the switch in Figure 3.1c is shown.
The difference between the two topologies is based on the common terminal connection.
The topology in Figure 3.1c is called the common-emitter bi-directional switch topology
while the one in Figure 3.1d is called the common-collector topology. This dissimilarity
in the topology does not cause any difference in the performance of two switches; only
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the number of the required isolated supplies for driving the IGBTs vary in both topologies.
The main advantage of the common-emitter bi-directional switch topology is that the two
IGBTs can be driven with respect to the same point, i.e., the common emitter, that can be
considered as an isolated ground for the bi-directional switch (similar to the gate driving
ground). However, for the common-collector only one power supply per input and output
phase is required. For a single-phase circuit, two isolated power supplies are needed in
both configurations.
Table 3.1 compares the characteristics of the bi-directional switches of the above men-
tioned bi-directional switches briefly. For the rest of this section and throughout the disser-
tation, the common-emitter bi-directional switch topology is used and the topology will be
simply referred as a bi-directional switch.
Table 3.1: Comparison of different bi-directional switches topologies.
Bi-Directional
Switch Topology
Total Number
of Devices
Switch-on
Conduction Losses
Pros & Cons
Anti-parallel
thyristor
2 thyristors 1 thyristor
(+) Lower power loss.
(-) Conduction continues
until the current is zero.
(-) Slower operation.
Diode-bridge
4 Diodes &
IGBT/MOSFET
2 Diodes &
IGBT/MOSFET
(+) Faster operation.
(-) Current direction can
not be controlled.
(-) More power losses.
Common-emitter /
Common-collector
2 Diodes &
2 IGBT/MOSFET
Diode &
IGBT/MOSFET
(+) Faster operation.
(+) Current direction can
be controlled.
(-) Moderate power loss.
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3.2 Current Commutation Problem Between Bi-directional Switches
Current commutation between the bi-directional switches requires special attention and
conventional commutation methods, as in the case of voltage source inverters, are not
applicable. To understand this, consider a simplified single-phase RSVC circuit as shown
in Figure 3.2. In the figure, SW1 and SW2 represent two bi-directional switches. Suppose
that switch SW1 is on and SW2 is off, then the inductor current iL passes from SW1. If
it is required to turn-on switch SW2 and turn-off switch SW1, then there are two possible
solutions:
(i) turn-off switch SW1 and then turn-on SW2 (break-before-make)
(ii) turn-on switch SW2 and then turn-off SW1 (make-before-break).
For a break-before-make circuit, both switches will be open for a short interval (also
known as the dead-time period). This will cause an interruption in the inductor current
and a large voltage spike can appear across the switches potentially damaging the switches.
Circuits using a break-before-make strategy normally use a voltage clamp circuit along
with local snubber circuits to prevent damaging voltage spikes. For a make-before-break
circuit, both switches will be closed for a short time. During this overlapping time, short-
circuit scenarios appear and large currents flow through the switches. This current surge
can be destructive for the semiconductor devices and may lead to permanent damage to the
switching [43, 44].
Therefore, the current commutation between the bi-directional switches requires spe-
cific control. The commutation requirements can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 3.2: A simplified RSVC circuit to explain the problems with conventional switching
methods.
1. The commutation from one switch to the other switch (or from one phase to the other)
should not short-circuit the two phases. A short-circuit of the phases leads to large
short-circuit currents which are fatal for the switching devices.
2. The commutation should not interrupt the inductive current. Interrupting the flow of
inductive current leads to large voltage spikes.
The bi-directional switch having a topology as shown in Figure 3.1c can be used to
commutate current from one phase to another phase based on the current direction or on
the sign of the voltage across the commutating bi-directional switches [45–52]. These
commutation strategies are explained in the following sections.
3.3 Current Commutation Based on the Load Current
A reliable method for current commutation between two bi-directional switches involves a
four-step commutation strategy based on the direction of the load current (output current).
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The goal of this strategy is to strictly follow the two aforementioned rules for safe commu-
tation. To explain this strategy, consider the single-phase circuit shown in Figure 3.3. In
this circuit, the output load current Io is assumed to be positive if it flows from one of the
input phases to the output phase. From Figure 3.3, it can be seen that the forward current,
from the input phase to the output phase, flows through switches S1a and D1a or S2a and D2a
and the backward current, from the output phase to the input phase, flows through switches
S1b and D1b or S2b and D2b.
Figure 3.3: A circuit for understanding current commutation based on load current.
In the circuit, suppose that switch SW1 is on (or closed) and SW2 is off (or open). This
commutation strategy assumes that when a switch is conducting, both the IGBT devices
for the corresponding bi-directional switch are on. After a certain instant of time, SW1 is
turning off and SW2 is turning on. Assuming that the output load current Io is flowing in the
positive direction, the current commutation from the outgoing switch SW1 to the incoming
switch SW2 based on the output current direction involves the following four steps:
1. the IGBT from the outgoing switch that is not conducting the output current is turned
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off. Since the current direction is positive, S1a is used for conduction. So, S1b is
turned off;
2. the IGBT from the incoming switch that will conduct the output current is turned on.
In this case, S2a is turned on;
3. the IGBT from the outgoing switch that is conducting the output current is turned
off. In this case, S1a is turned off;
4. the IGBT from the incoming switch that will not conduct the output current is turned
on. In this case, S2b is turned on.
In case the output current is flowing in the opposite direction, i.e., from the output
phase to the input phase, the commutation from outgoing switch SW1 to the incoming
switch SW2 is performed in the following steps: (i) IGBT S1a is turned off; (ii) IGBT S2b
is turned on; (iii) IGBT S1b is turned off; (iv) IGBT S2a is turned on.
A list of non-hazardous combinations of switching sequences can be achieved. These
switching combinations are listed in Table 3.2. In Table 3.2, a logic-high or logic-one (1)
means the IGBT is on or conducting whereas a logic-low or logic-zero (0) means that the
IGBT is off or open. Any other combination of switching signals will violate either one
of the two rules for safe-commutation. States 1 and 2 are called steady-states and States 3
through 8 are called transitional states. The commutation sequence of switches should start
from a steady-state and end in another steady-state while going through three transitional
states.
The commutation sequence can also be summarized in the state machine diagram shown
in Figure 3.4. It should be noted that there is a built-in time delay, td, between each transi-
tional state. This time delay should be greater than the sum of the maximum propagation
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Table 3.2: Non-hazardous combinations for current commutation based on the direction of
load current.
State S1a S1b S2a S2b
Output Current
Direction
1 1 1 0 0 +ve or -ve
2 0 0 1 1 +ve or -ve
3 1 0 0 0 +ve
4 0 0 1 0 +ve
5 1 0 1 0 +ve
6 0 1 0 0 -ve
7 0 0 0 1 -ve
8 0 1 0 1 -ve
1 1 : 0 0
1 0:0 0
1 0:1 0
0 0:1 0
0 0 : 1 1
0 1:0 0
0 1:0 1
0 0:0 1
S1a S1b : S2a S2b
S1a S1b : S2a S2b
Step 1 – td1
Step 2 – td2
Step 3 – td3
Step 4 – td4
Io > 0 Io < 0
Transitional 
states
Transitional 
states
Steady States
Figure 3.4: Four-step switching state machine for two bi-directional switches based on
output load current.
delays required by the IGBT gating signals, the rise-time, and the fall-time. In the figure,
the positive direction of the current is shown as Io > 0 and the negative direction of the
current is shown as Io < 0.
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3.4 Current Commutation Based on the Voltage Across the Bi-directional
Switches
This section will describe another method for current commutation for bi-directional switches.
This commutation technique is based on the sign of the voltage across the bi-directional
switches which are involved in the commutation. As with the current commutation using
the load current, this strategy assumes that when an output phase is connected to the input
phase, both the IGBT devices for the corresponding bi-directional switch are on. Consider
again the circuit shown in Figure 3.3. For the first case consider the voltage difference
V across SW1 and SW2 is positive. The positive and negative current commutation from
SW1 to SW2 involves the following steps:
1. S2a is turned on. Since voltage V is positive, D2a is reverse biased and there is no
short-circuit from the input phase to the ground. The current keeps flowing through
SW1 as shown in Figure 3.5b for positive current and Figure 3.6b for negative
current;
2. S1a is turned off. If the direction of the current is positive then the current is commu-
tated from SW1 to SW2 at this step as shown in Figure 3.5c. However, if the direction
is negative then the current keeps flowing through SW1 as shown in Figure 3.6c;
3. S2b is turned on. Since S1a is turned off in the previous step, there is no risk of
short circuiting. There is a path of current available for both directions as shown in
Figure 3.5d for positive direction and in Figure 3.6d for a negative direction through
SW2;
4. Finally, S1b is turned off. At this stage, the SW1 is completely off and SW2 is on.
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Figure 3.5: Positive voltage-based current commutation from SW1 to SW2 when the
current direction is positive.
(a) S1a=1; S1b=1; S2a=0; S2b=0 (b) S1a=1; S1b=1; S2a=1; S2b=0
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(c) S1a=0; S1b=1; S2a=1; S2b=0 (d) S1a=0; S1b=1; S2a=1; S2b=1 (e) S1a=0; S1b=0; S2a=1; S2b=1
Figure 3.6: Positive voltage-based current commutation from SW1 to SW2 when the
current direction is negative.
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In the case when V is negative, the current commutation from SW1 to SW2 involves the
following steps: (i) S2b is turned on; (ii) S1b is turned off; (iii) S2a is turned on; (iv) S1a is
turned off. The commutation of the positive current, from the input phase to output phase is
shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 shows the commutation of negative current from SW1
to SW2 when voltage V is positive.
These switching signals are presented in a state machine diagram in Figure 3.7. As
in the case of load current based current commutation, state machines states where only
both IGBTs for the bi-directional switch are on, are called steady states and the remaining
states are called transitional states. A small time delay between each transition is required
to account for the propagation delays, the rise time and the fall time in the gating signals
for the IGBTs.
1 1 : 0 0
1 1:1 0
0 1:1 0
0 1:1 1
0 0 : 1 1
1 1:0 1
1 0:0 1
1 0:1 1
Step 1 – td1
Step 2 – td2
Step 3 – td3
Step 4 – td4
V > 0 V < 0
Transitional 
states
Transitional 
states
Steady States
S1a S1b : S2a S2b
S1a S1b : S2a S2b
Figure 3.7: Four-step switching state machine for two bi-directional switches based on the
voltage polarity across the bi-directional switches.
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3.5 Commutation of Current Between Bi-Directional Switches in the
Residential Static VAR Compensator
For the bi-directional switches in the RSVC, the voltage-based (voltage across the bi-
directional switches) current commutation is chosen over the load current commutation.
For a single-phase voltage, the bi-directional switch commutation becomes relatively sim-
pler as it only involves detecting the sign of the phase-line with respect to the neutral
point. For a balanced three-phase system, neutral is often grounded (zero potential), thus
a circuitry is required to detect the polarity of the single-phase to which the RSVC is
connected. Of course, if the measured voltage is wrong or the voltage sign changes during
the transitional state, a short-circuit may occur. Therefore, to safely commutate from one
switch to another, a protection mechanism can be adopted.
For the RSVC, this safety mechanism is adopted by halting the bi-directional switching
state machine near the zero-crossing. For a sinusoidal bus voltage waveform, the current
commutation using the bi-directional switching state machine can be carried out normally.
This region is termed as the “Non-Critical Region” for current commutation. The “Critical
Region” occurs near the zero-crossing, when the phase-to-neutral voltage becomes nearly
equal to zero. The state machine is halted, and the commutation sequence is not executed
until the input voltage has significantly increased (or decreased) above (or below) zero. It
is important to stop the switching sequence at one of the two steady states. For the RSVC,
the state machine is halted at a steady state of [0 0 : 1 1], i.e., when SW2 is closed and SW1
is open, during the critical region. The effect of a halt of the commutation sequence on the
output voltage and the output current is not significant, as long as the “Critical Region” is
kept small. However, due to the halt in the commutation, the inductor current waveform
will differ from an ideal sinusoidal shape as explained in detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS OF
THE RESIDENTIAL STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR
The goal of the Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC) is adjusting and regulating
the amplitude of output voltage at the distribution level. The operating principles of the
single-phase RSVC have been shown in Chapter 2. This chapter focuses on the open-loop
design and simulation of the RSVC using Matlab. The closed-loop controller design for
voltage regulation is also presented in this chapter. The main responsibility of the voltage
regulation controller in the closed-loop RSVC system is to track the output load voltage
amplitude with respect to the reference voltage. A secondary closed-loop power regulation
controller design is also presented. The objective of the power regulation loop is to find
an optimal reference voltage at which the minimum power is consumed. The following
sections will systematically present a complete RSVC design and the simulation results
will show the accuracy of the open-loop and the closed-loop designs.
4.1 RSVC Open-Loop Design Using Matlab/Simulink
The discussion in this section focuses on the RSVC circuit shown in Figure 4.1. The
reactive power generated or absorbed by the RSVC depends on the sizing of the fixed
capacitor (CSVC) and switched inductor (LSVC). In general, the RSVC is a scalable device.
It means that the reactive power components (the fixed capacitor and switched inductor)
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sizing depends on the voltage regulation requirements for different types of loads, i.e.,
individual customers in a distribution feeder, a specific building in a distribution feeder or
a certain industrial or residential load.
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Figure 4.1: Circuit diagram of the Residential Static VAR Compensator.
4.1.1 Design of the Four-Step Current Commutation State Machine Based on the
Sign of Voltage Across the Bi-Directional Switches
A state machine is developed by using the Simulink Stateflow toolbox which generates
the gating signals for the bi-directional switches. The bi-directional switches are used to
control the PWM-based switching of the reactor. Figure 4.2 shows the top-level design for
the state machine. The state machine takes as input the output (load) voltage (voltage across
the two bi-directional switches), duty-cycle D and an enable signal En which enables (1)
or disables (0) the state machine. The state machine produces four gating signals for the
bi-directional switches, namely SW 1A, SW 1B, SW 2A and, SW 2B.
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Figure 4.2: Top-level block diagram for the state machine producing gating signals for the
bi-directional switches.
Figure 4.3 shows a detailed overview for generating the four gating signals using the
Stateflow toolbox in Simulink. Each block in the figure represents a state of the state
machine. The first line in each state (block) represents the unique name of that state.
States State 1100 and State 0011 are called the steady states, whereas states State 1110,
State 0110, State 0111, State 1011, State 1001 and State 1101 are called the transitional
states. The state machine switches between steady states by passing through the transitional
states.
When the enable switch En is off (0), the state machine is in the waiting state of
State 0011. This means that the gating pulses for switch SW1, i.e., SW 1A and SW 1B
are 0 and the gating pulses for switch SW2, i.e., SW 2A and SW 2B are 1. When the
enable switch En is on, the state machine is ready for operation. State 0011 monitors the
voltage across the bi-directional switches. Based on the polarity of the output voltage, the
state machine starts transitioning to the next steady state, i.e., State 1100. The function
sort direction performs two operations: (i) it decides the direction of the state machine
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Figure 4.3: A complete state machine for producing gating signals SW 1A, SW 1B,
SW 2A and SW 2B based on the output load voltage. The states (blocks) in the state
machine represents the output of the state machine for each state.
based on the polarity of the voltage across the bi-directional switches (ii) and it makes
sure that the state machine does not start the commutation near the zero-crossing when the
enable switch En is turned on. If the voltage is close to zero, the commutation is halted to
avoid false detection of the voltage polarity, especially when there is noise in the system.
The state machine transitions to the first transitional state after completing (1−D)× t psw
where t psw represents the time period of the switching frequency and D represents the duty
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cycle of the SW1. In other words, D specifies the duration of the switching frequency for
which the State 1100 (SW1) will remain active. A small delay time of 1 µsec between each
transition is required to account for the propagation delays and the rise and fall times in the
gating signals for the IGBTs. During the normal operation of the state machine, the state
machine halts in State 0011 based on the output of the ishalt function when the voltage
across the bi-directional switches is near the zero-crossing.
Figure 4.4: Output of the switch SW 1A from the state-machine for a complete cycle of
the output voltage.
The overall output of the state machine with a switching signal of SW 1A and the
output voltage (which is also the voltage across the bi-directional switches) is shown in
Figure 4.4. It can be seen that the commutation sequence halts during the zero-crossing
of the voltage. In Figure 4.5, the gating signals are shown for current commutation from
SW1 to SW2 based on the amplitude of the voltage in the case of the output (load) voltage
Vout > 0. Whereas, the Figure 4.6 shows the gating signals for current commutation when
Vout < 0.
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Figure 4.5: The gating signals for current commutation from SW1 to SW2 based on the
amplitude of voltage when output voltage Vout > 0.
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Figure 4.6: The gating signals for current commutation from SW1 to SW2 based on the
amplitude of voltage when output voltage Vout < 0.
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4.1.2 Design of the Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC)
The generation of the switching pulses from the state machine, as described in the pre-
vious section, is the heart of the proposed Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC).
Figure 4.7 presents the complete model of the RSVC used in the simulation. To model
the service transformer, a power system block is used in Simulink. The leakage reac-
tance for the service transformer is assumed to be 10% of its rated nameplate capacity.
The bi-directional switches are modelled using the common-emitter topology of two uni-
directional IGBT with anti-parallel diodes. To simulate the actual characteristics of the
bi-directional switches, a forward voltage (Vf ) drop of 1 V is assumed. Figure 4.8 shows
the Simulink model of the bi-directional switches used for the simulation.
Figure 4.7: The RSVC Simulink model with a fixed capacitor and a switched inductor
having bi-directional switches.
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Figure 4.8: Bi-directional switches model in Simulink.
Other conditions and parameters used in the simulation circuit are as follows:
• The input voltage is sinusoidal with an RMS value of 120 V and a frequency of 60
Hz.
• The leakage reactance, XT , of the service transformer is set to 1.885 Ω at 120 V.
• The fixed capacitor (CSVC) and switched inductor (LSVC) are set to 100 µF and
30 mH respectively. The reactive power, at 120 V, supplied by the fixed capacitor
(QC) = 543 VAR and the reactive power absorbed by switched inductor when it is
fully on i.e., when duty cycle is D= 1 is given as QL(D)
∣∣
D=1 = 1270 VAR.
• A purely resistive load of 2000 W is used for the simulations.
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4.2 RSVC Open-Loop Simulation and Performance Analysis
4.2.1 Voltage Waveforms
The successful operation of the proposed SVC topology depends on the safe operation
of the bi-directional switches. The safe operation of bi-directional switches ensures that
(i) there is no short-circuiting of the two input phases, (ii) and the inductor (reactor) current
remains continuous. The state machine developed in the previous section follows a specific
commutation pattern that avoids hazardous operational conditions. Figure 4.9 shows the
simulation results of the input (source) voltage and the output (load) voltage. These voltage
waveforms are obtained at a duty cycle of D= 0.5. It can be seen that the input and output
current remains sinusoidal without any short-circuit during the operation.
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Figure 4.9: Input (source) and output (load) voltage waveforms at duty cycle D = 0.5.
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4.2.2 Current Waveforms
Figure 4.10 shows the input (source), output (load) and inductor current waveforms when
the duty cycle D = 0.5. The inductor current is continuous, as shown in the third plot
of Figure 4.10, as opposed to the inductor current waveform in a thyristor-controlled re-
actor. By using a pulse-width modulation for turning on and off the two switches in a
complementary manner, the inductor current becomes quasi-sinusoidal. This technique
does not require the harmonic filtering which is an essential part of a conventional SVC.
The input (source) current is shown in the first plot of Figure 4.10. Because the inductor
current remains nearly sinusoidal, the PWM-based RSVC draws a sinusoidal current from
the source and therefore does not introduce low-order harmonics into the power system.
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Figure 4.10: Input (source), output (load) and inductor current waveforms at duty cycle D
= 0.5.
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4.3 Performance Analysis of Open-Loop RSVC
After plotting the current and voltage waveforems in the previous sections, the following
sections will cover the performance of the open-loop RSVC.
4.3.1 Output (load) Voltage Variation With Duty Cycle
Figure 4.11 shows the variation in the output (load) voltage with the variation in the duty
cycle. The simulation was carried out with an ideal input voltage of 120 Vrms at 60 Hz
frequency. When the duty cycle is 0, meaning the top switch connecting the reactor to the
power circuit is off, the output voltage is at 123.5 Vrms. The increase in the voltage is due
to the presence of a fixed capacitor in the circuit. When the duty cycle starts to increase,
the inductor is connected to the power circuit, depending on the turn-on time specified by
the duty cycle. As the duty circle reaches 1, the inductor is connected for the complete
switching period. It can be seen that the output voltage decreases with the duty cycle. In
general, for the proposed RSVC, the output voltage decreases linearly with the square of
the duty cycle.
By changing the duty cycle, it is possible to control the output voltage. As shown in the
figure, when the duty cycle reaches 0.72, the output voltage is equal to 114 Vrms, provided
that the input voltage is at 120 Vrms. The output voltage of 114 Vrms is the minimum
allowable voltage specified by the ANSI C84.1 standard.
4.3.2 Reactive Power Variation With Duty Cycle
Figure 4.12 shows the variation of the net reactive power supplied by the RSVC with a
change in the duty cycle. The net reactive power provided by the RSVC is calculated by
the following equation,
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Figure 4.11: Output (Load) voltage variation with duty cycle (D).
QSVC = QC−QL(D)
=V 2s
( 1
XC
− D
2
XL
) (4.1)
The simulation was carried out with an ideal input voltage of 120 Vrms at 60 Hz frequency.
A fixed capacitor of 100µF and a switched inductor of 30mH was used for the simulation.
The inductor windings have an internal resistance of 0.25Ω. When the duty cycle is 0, i.e.,
the top switch connecting the inductor with the power circuit is open, the reactive power
is entirely provided by the fixed capacitor. For a 100µF capacitor, the reactive power
provided by the capacitor at 120 V is equal to 543.86 VAR. As the duty cycle increases, the
switched inductor compensates the reactive power provided by the fixed capacitor. The net
reactive power provided by the RSVC keeps decreasing until the duty cycle reaches 0.66.
The RSVC is operating in “Capacitive Mode” for duty cycles below 0.66. When the duty
cycle is equal to 0.66, the net reactive power supplied by the RSVC is 0. In order words, the
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reactive power generated by the fixed capacitor is cancelled by the reactive power from the
switched inductor. As the duty cycle keeps increasing, the net reactive power provided by
the RSVC is negative and the RSVC is said to be operating in “Inductive Mode”. When the
duty cycle becomes 1, i.e., the switched inductor is completely on, the net reactive power
provided by the RSVC is equal to -521.68 VAR1.
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Figure 4.12: Net reactive power (QSVC) variation with duty cycle (D).
4.3.3 Input and Output Power Variation With Duty Cycle
Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the input and the output power with a change in the
duty cycle. The simulation was carried out with an ideal input voltage of 120 Vrms at 60
Hz frequency. The output voltage is measured across a 2 kW resistive load. When the
duty cycle is 0, the output power is equal to 2.130 kW, whereas the input power is equal to
1The reactive power is evaluated at the output load voltage. The output load voltage is equal to
approximately equal to 107 V when the duty cycle is equal to 1.
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2.138 kW. As the duty cycle increases, the output voltage decreases. For a resistive load, the
decrease in output voltage means lower output power. This trend can be seen in Figure 4.13.
As the duty cycle increases, the output power goes down. Since the load-demand power
decreases with an increase in the duty cycle, the input power at the feeder source bus
decreases. For an electric utility, a decrease in power-demand during peak-demand hours
can be beneficial in many ways. One such instance is when the electric utility cannot satisfy
its demand with its installed capacity. The utilities generally buy energy from another
utility in the market therefore incurring additional costs. By integrating RSVC devices in
the distribution feeder, utilities can reduce the peak power-demand required and therefore,
avoid the cost associated with the purchase of energy from other sources.
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Figure 4.13: Input and output power variation with duty cycle (D).
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4.4 RSVC Closed-Loop Design
The previous sections covered the performance of the open-loop RSVC system. As evident
from the discussion above, the open-loop RSVC design provides a technological superior-
ity from the previous generations of SVC. However, an open-loop RSVC system does not
have the capability to make decisions based on the nature of the input source or the output
load. For example, with the variability and unpredictability associated with the renewable
generation sources, it becomes difficult to maintain the constant voltage at the loads. The
loads connected with renewable sources undergo the same variability in voltage as it is
associated with the source voltage. A feedback control system can enable an open-loop
RSVC to maintain a constant voltage at the output by automatically varying the duty cycle.
In this way, the intermittent behavior of renewable sources can be neutralized at the loads.
Moreover, power companies can adjust reference voltages based on their requirements for
different load-demand strategies such as Conversation by Voltage Reduction (CVR).
The following sections will cover in detail the design and performance evaluation for
two control loops: (i) an inner, fast-performing voltage regulation control loop, (ii) and an
outer, slowly varying power regulation control loop. The purpose of these control loops is
to build intelligence to the open-loop RSVC so that it can autonomously perform voltage
and power regulation as desired.
4.4.1 Design of Voltage Regulation Control Loop
The voltage regulation control loop of the RSVC is constructed to provide the reactive
power required to maintain the output voltage at the reference voltage. Figure 4.14 shows
the Simulink model of a voltage regulation control loop. The root mean square (RMS)
block, as shown in the figure, is used to calculate the magnitude of the output voltage. A
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low-pass filter is used to retain only the DC-component of the signal. The error (e) between
the RMS value of the output voltage Vout,rms and the reference voltage Vre f is fed to the
proportional-integral (PI) controller. The output of the PI controller D′(t) represents the
magnitude of the duty cycle of the bottom bi-directional switch (SW2) used in the RSVC.
The signal, D′(t) is calculated as follows,
|D′(t)|= (Kp+ Kis )(Vre f −V out,RMS) (4.2)
where Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gains. The output of the PI controller,
which generates the duty cycle of the bottom bi-directional switch, is passed through the
saturation block. The saturation block is used to limit the output from a minimum value of
0.1 to a maximum value of 0.9. To generate the duty cycle for the top bi-directional switch,
(1−D′) is calculated. This generated duty cycle is provided as input to the state machine
(input number 2 as shown in Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.14: Block diagram of the feedback system for the voltage regulation loop of the
Residential Static VAR Compensator.
The state machine is responsible for generating the gating signals used in the switch-
ing of the bi-directional switches. The PI controller parameters and the saturation block
parameters are given in Table 4.1. The parameters Dmax in the table shows the maximum
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allowable duty cycle for both bi-directional switches, whereas Dmin shows the minimum
possible duty cycle. The range of the duty cycle was chosen to provide safe transitioning
between steady states and transitional states. In a normal scenario, the duty cycle range can
be chosen from 0% to 100%.
Table 4.1: PI controller and saturation block parameters for the voltage regulation loop.
Kp Ki Dmax Dmin
0.1 1.0 0.9 0.1
4.4.2 Integrator Windup in the PI controller
The control system for a voltage regulation loop presented in Figure 4.14 has a non-linear
phenomenon which is related to the limitation for the amount of the reactive power provided
by the RSVC. The PI controller produces the duty cycles which can vary from 0% (reactor
is completely disconnected from the regulation bus) to 100% (reactor is always connected
to the regulation bus). When the voltage regulation loop is operating at these extremes, the
feedback loop is broken and the control system runs in an open-loop because the output
from the PI controller will remain at its limit (saturated), independent of the controller
output. Due to this, the integral term will build up (because of the constant error between
the reference voltage and the output voltage) and the controller output will become very
large. This error build up will prevent the controller from resuming its normal operation
once the error decreases and the controller output remains saturated. This non-linear
behavior of the controller is termed as integrator windup which leads to large transients
and the controller output takes considerable long time before the output is in the range
where it doesn’t saturate.
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In order to avoid integrator windup, there are two popular integrator anti-windup schemes:
(i) clamping method [53] and (ii) back-calculation method [54]. For the clamping method,
the integrator in the PI controller is turned on and off depending on the output of the
controller. If the output of the controller is in the saturation region, the integrator is
switched off otherwise, the integrator keeps integrating the error to produce the controller
output to minimize the error. Mathematically, the clamping method can be represented as
follows,
K
′
i =

0 if the controller output is saturated
Ki if the controller output is in linear region
(4.3)
where K
′
i is the modified integral gain of the PI controller. Figure 4.15 shows the block
diagram for the clamping method to avoid the integrator windup.
r
Figure 4.15: Block diagram for clamping method to avoid integrator windup.
In the back-calculation method, the difference between the output of the controller, u(t),
and the saturated actuator, v(t), is fed to the input of the integrator through gain kb. The
difference between the two signals is zero when the controller output is in the linear region.
When the controller is in saturation region, the difference is fed back to the integrator such
that the difference signal is kept close to 0. This makes sure that the controller output u(t)
remains at (or close to) the saturation limit. Mathematically, this scheme can be represented
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as,
K
′
i =
∫
Ki(e+ kb(v−u)) dt (4.4)
Normally, the gain kb can not be too large. Otherwise, it will cause the error signal
to set to an undesired lower value. The gain kb is generally selected as 1/Kp [55] .
Figure 4.16 shows the block diagram for the back-calculation method for avoiding the
integrator windup. In the RSVC voltage regulation control system, the back-calculation
method is used with the gain kb = 1.
r
kb
Figure 4.16: Block diagram for back-calculation method to avoid integrator windup.
4.5 Performance Analysis of Voltage Regulation Control Loop
4.5.1 Tracking the Reference Voltage Vre f
The successful operation of the voltage regulation loop depends on its ability to track the
reference voltage. To verify the performance of the voltage regulation control loop, a set
of simulations were performed. The first simulation was carried out with an ideal input
voltage of 120 Vrms at 60 Hz frequency and the output voltage was measured across a 2
kW resistive load. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the result of the voltage regulation control
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loop. The first plot in Figure 4.17 shows the RMS value for the input voltage, the RMS
value for the output voltage, and the reference voltage. For the first half of the simulation,
the reference voltage is set to 120 V. The reference voltage is suddenly dropped by 1 V at 5
sec. At the beginning of the simulation, the output voltage starts at 123.5 V. After the initial
system startup errors, the voltage regulation loop successfully tracks the reference voltage.
At 5 sec, the PI controller experiences a sudden disturbance. The output voltage oscillates
but the oscillations last for 4 cycles and the output voltage then tracks the reference voltage
at 119 V. The second plot in Figure 4.17 shows the net reactive power during the simulation.
When the reference voltage is reduced by 1 V at 5 sec, the net reactive power decreases
from 319 VAR to 250 VAR. The decrease in the net reactive power is due to the requirement
of more “inductive reactive power” to bring the output voltage to the same level as the
reference voltage.
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Figure 4.17: Voltages (input, output and reference) and reactive power change caused by
the voltage regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage.
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Figure 4.18: Real powers (input and output) and duty cycle change caused by the voltage
regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage.
The first plot in Figure 4.18 shows the input and output load power. The input power
decrease from 2.01 kW at 120 V to 1.98 kW at 119 V. Similarly, the output power decreases
from 2.0 kW to 1.97 kW. The decrease in the input and output power is due to decrease in
the load voltage from 120 V to 119 V. The second plot in Figure 4.18 shows the change
in the duty cycle when the reference voltage drops from 120 V to 119 V. The duty cycle
increases from 0.41 to 0.47 after the change in reference voltage.
4.5.2 Voltage Regulation Loop Performance With Variable Input Voltage
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 represent the performance of the voltage regulation loop with variable
(noisy) input voltage. The variable input voltage is the replica of the voltage generated
due to solar irradiance at a PV plant as shown in Figure 1.3. The data in Figure 1.3 was
obtained at 1 second intervals. However, for faster simulation, the timestamp of the data
was changed to 2.4 msec. Therefore, the entire data (originally for 7 hours from 6 AM
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till 1 PM) was fitted to 1 minute. The first plot in Figure 4.19 shows the input and output
voltage for the pre-recorded solar irradiance voltage profile. During this interval, the RSVC
is not supplying any reactive power. It can be seen that the output voltage follows the
input voltage profile. After 60 seconds, the input voltage is held at a constant voltage
of 120 V for 15 seconds. After this time, the same solar-irradiance voltage profile is re-
applied at the input. However, during this interval, RSVC is allowed to supply the reactive
power to maintain the load voltage at the reference voltage of 120V. It can be seen that the
voltage regulation control loop responds to the changes in the input voltage and provides
the appropriate reactive power to maintain the output voltage at 120 V. The second plot in
Figure 4.19 shows the net reactive power provided by the RSVC.
Figure 4.19: Voltages (input, output and reference) and reactive power change caused by
the voltage regulation loop operation for a variable input voltage.
The first plot in Figure 4.20 shows the input and output power for the system with and
without the RSVC. When the RSVC is turned off, i.e., it is not contributing any reactive
power to the power system, the output power fluctuates as the input voltage changes. How-
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Figure 4.20: Real powers (input and output) and duty cycle change caused by the voltage
regulation loop operation for a variable input voltage.
ever, when the RSVC voltage regulation loop is allowed to operate, the input and output
power stay constant despite the variability of the input voltage. This result holds importance
for electric utilities for planning the load power-demand when the majority of the input
supply is generated via renewable resources. The second plot in Figure 4.20 shows the
variation in the duty cycle during the simulation. It should be noted that during the initial
part of the simulation, the duty cycle was held at 0.66. At this particular duty cycle, the
switched reactor inductive reactive power completely cancels the fixed capacitor capacitive
reactive power. Hence, the net reactive power injected by the RSVC is approximately equal
to zero. Whereas as in the second half of the simulation, the duty cycle changes such that
the output voltage remains at 120 V.
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4.5.3 Load Power Demand Shaving in a Distribution Feeder
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the result of load power-demand shaving during peak-demand
hours. The RSVC has the ability to perform peak shaving at the distribution transformer
or at the customer level. Traditional peak-demand shaving or CVR requires the voltage to
be reduced across the feeder. While such approaches are still possible, the RSVC allows
performing peak-shaving for a specific distribution transformer or a particular customer(s)
and can enable electric utilities to deploy better strategies for peak-shaving using CVR.
Chapter 6 presents the results for the study performed for RSVC-enhanced CVR.
The first plot in Figure 4.21 shows the input and output voltage of the power system
with and without the RSVC. When the RSVC is not connected to the power system, i.e.,
the net reactive power supplied by the RSVC is 0, the output voltage follows the trend of
the variable input voltage. However, when the same input voltage profile is re-applied with
the RSVC connected to the regulation bus, the output voltage tracks the reference voltage,
which is set at 114 V. If the loads connected to the power system have a positive real CVR
factor, i.e., the real power decreases with the decrease in the voltage, then the electrical
utilities can see benefits from the power saved. The second plot in Figure 4.21 shows the
amount of net reactive power supplied by the RSVC. When the RSVC is turned on, the net
reactive power provided by the RSVC is negative. Since the output voltage is tracking the
reference voltage at 114 V, the RSVC has to operate in the inductive region to reduce the
output voltage.
The first plot in Figure 4.22 shows the input and output power of the power system with
and without the RSVC. It can be seen that the output power decreases when the output
voltage drops to 114 V. The output power decreases from 2.0 kW at 120 V to 1.8 kW at
114 V. The second plot of the Figure 4.22 shows the variation of the duty cycle to maintain
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the output voltage at the reference voltage of 114 V.
Figure 4.21: Voltages (input, output and reference) and reactive power change caused
by voltage regulation loop operation for a variable input voltage to achieve peak-demand
shaving.
Figure 4.22: Real powers (input and output) and duty cycle change caused by voltage
regulation loop operation for a variable input voltage to achieve peak-demand shaving.
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4.6 Design of Power Regulation Control Loop
The objective of this task is to design and implement the outer power regulation loop
for the RSVC to achieve Minimum Power (or optimal power) Point Tracking (MinPPT).
This task consisted of designing a minimum power point algorithm that will track the
power consumed by a certain distribution transformer or residential customers to reduce the
customer power to the minimum possible while maintaining the customer service voltage
within the permissible Range A in ANSI C84.1 Standard. The outer power regulation loop
is designed in Simulink with the RSVC model and the inner voltage regulation loop as
explained in the previous sections. The power regulation is designed as a slower loop than
the voltage regulation loop to build an inherent time decoupling between the two loops and
to avoid a possible control system interaction.
The algorithm for the MinPPT is developed by using (inverting) the logic of a common
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technique and the Perturbation and Observation
(P&O) method [56–64]. By applying a MinPPT and the P&O method, the RSVC can main-
tain its operating point around the minimum power point, which means a lower customer
power consumption. In this approach, a perturbation (±∆V ) is periodically introduced to
the RSVC system, and then the observation (output power) is compared with the previous
value. If the power decreases due to the perturbation, then the perturbation continues in
the same direction during the next perturbation cycle. Otherwise, the perturbation voltage
moves toward the opposite direction. In this way, the operating point of the RSVC system
gradually moves toward the minimum power point and stabilizes around the minimum
power point in the steady state. The size of the perturbation step determines the speed of
reaching the minimum power point and the size of the oscillations. A large perturbation
step yields a fast tracking speed but results in large oscillations around the minimum power
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point. Therefore, the perturbation step should be adjusted by making a trade-off between a
fast-speed response and lower magnitude of oscillations at steady state.
Figure 4.23 shows the complete Simulink block diagram implementation for the RSVC
power regulation loop. A power measurement block is used for measuring the active
real power (P) of the output resistive load. The power measurement block outputs the
power (real and reactive) for the fundamental frequency component. For the RSVC power
regulation loop, the output power and output voltage are used as an input to the power
regulation loop. The mean block is used to calculate a mean of 60 cycles. The mean
values of the output voltage and the output power are used as input to the Power Loop P/O
Decision subsystem. The subsystem operates at a desired speed for operating the power
regulation loop. For the simulation, the power regulation loop updates at an interval of
every 2 seconds. The contents of the subsystem are shown in Figure 4.24.
Figure 4.23: Complete Simulink block diagram of power regulation loop.
Memory blocks are used for storing the previous output voltage and the output power
for the duration of the next rising clock edge (2 sec), which represents the period of one
perturbation cycle. The voltage difference (∆V ) and power difference (∆P) are computed,
which determines the next perturbation direction. At this point, ∆V (and ∆P) can be
computed by subtracting the previous perturbation cycle output voltage (and power) from
the current perturbation cycle output voltage (and power). If ∆V and ∆P are both positive,
it means that the RSVC operation point is moving away from the minimum power point
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Figure 4.24: Block diagram of Power Loop P/O Decision subsystem.
because of the positive perturbation. Therefore, the next perturbation goes in the opposite
(negative) direction.
The output of the power regulation loop is summarized as follows:
• ∆V > 0, ∆P> 0, decrease the reference voltage.
• ∆V > 0, ∆P< 0, increase the reference voltage.
• ∆V < 0, ∆P> 0, increase the reference voltage.
• ∆V < 0, ∆P< 0, decrease the reference voltage.
This sequence can be simplified by taking a product of (∆V ) and (∆P). If the signed product
is positive, the reference voltage decreases, whereas if the signed product is negative, the
reference voltage increases. Pseudocode for the Matlab function to decide the direction of
the perturbation is given in Algorithm 1.
The output of the function block specifies the direction of the perturbation. To avoid
a step-change in the reference voltage, the reference voltage is increased or decreased
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for perturb and observation algorithm for minimum power
point.
Result: The perturb output ∆Vre f .
1 Input: Product (u) of ∆V and ∆P, RSVC output voltage V .
2 if V <= 114 then
3 if u> 0 then
4 do nothing.
5 else
6 increase the reference voltage.
7 if V >= 126 then
8 if u< 0 then
9 do nothing.
10 else
11 decrease the reference voltage.
12 if V > 114 & V < 126 then
13 if u> 0 then
14 decrease the reference voltage.
15 else
16 increase the reference voltage.
linearly. For the simulation, a change of ±0.5V in the reference voltage was chosen. This
change was achieved in 30 cycles (or 0.5 seconds) with a 0.05 V change in the reference
voltage every 3 cycles of the source frequency (60 Hz). The Figure 4.25 shows the block
diagram of the Accumulator subsystem which is used to achieve the change in reference
voltage linearly.
After the next perturbation is introduced to the RSVC, the voltage regulation loop reacts
to the perturbation and brings the RSVC system to the new reference voltage level. Once
the RSVC voltage is stable, the power regulation loop determines the next perturbation by
checking the sign of voltage difference (∆V ) and the power difference (∆P). By repeating
all of these steps, the RSVC operation point eventually moves to the minimum power point
and oscillates around that point.
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Figure 4.25: Block diagram of Accumulator subsystem.
4.7 Performance Analysis of Power Regulation Control Loop
4.7.1 Tracking the Power for a 2 kW Resistive Load
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the simulation results for the RSVC outer power regulation
loop. To verify the performance of the power regulation control loop, a set of simulations
were performed. The first simulation was carried out with an ideal input voltage of 120
Vrms at 60 Hz frequency and the output voltage and power were measured across a 2
kW resistive load. The first plot in Figure 4.26 shows the RSVC input voltage, the output
voltage power, and the reference voltage. The power regulation loop triggers at the rising
edge of a clock which is working at a 2 second time period. At the start of the simulation,
the reference voltage is set to 120 V. At the 2-second mark, the power regulation loop
calculates the first perturbation step. The output of the power regulation loop decides the
direction in which the reference voltage can change. There are three possible outcomes
of power regulation: (i) increase the reference voltage, (ii) decrease the reference voltage,
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(iii) no change in the reference voltage.
During the first perturbation, the power regulation loop outputs to decrease the reference
voltage by 0.5V. The decrease in the reference voltage is carried out in 10 steps during a
30 cycles (0.5 sec with a 0.05 V change in the reference voltage every 3 cycles) interval.
The negative ramp for the decrease in reference voltage is shown by the vertical lines in
Figure 4.26. As expected, the reference voltage decreases from 120 V to 114 V as a result
of the output from the power regulation loop.
The second plot in Figure 4.26 shows the input and output power across the 2 kW
resistive load. The output power decreases from 2 kW to 1.8 kW by lowering the voltage
from 120 V to 114 V. The power regulation loop keeps monitoring the output voltage and
output power at every 2 second interval. However, a further decrease in the voltage is
prohibited by the ANSI C84.1 standard. If the composition of the load changes when the
minimum power point loop is operational, the control loop should respond to the nature of
the load and thus adjust the reference voltage so minimum power is consumed by the loads.
The first plot in Figure 4.27 shows the net reactive power supplied by RSVC to maintain
the output voltage at the reference voltage. As the output voltage decreases, the RSVC
becomes increasingly inductive. Therefore, the net reactive power supplied by the RSVC
decreases. The second plot in Figure 4.27 shows the change in the duty cycle during the
simulation. The duty cycle increases to provide more inductive reactive power, which is
consistent with the developed theory.
4.7.2 Tracking the Power for a Resistive Heater Load
Figure 4.28 and 4.29 show the simulation result of the RSVC power regulation loop for a
resistive heater. The resistive heater was simulated in Simulink as a Matlab function by
using the ZIP coefficients given in [34]. The outputs of the Matlab function are the real and
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Figure 4.26: Voltages (input, output and reference) and real power (input and output)
change caused by power regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage with a 2 kW
purely resistive load.
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Figure 4.27: Net reactive power and duty cycle change caused by power regulation loop
operation for an ideal input voltage with a 2 kW purely resistive load.
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reactive power of the resistive heater. The inputs to the RSVC power regulation loop were
the resistive heater voltage and power. The first plot in Figure 4.28 shows the input, output,
and reference voltage. It can be seen that the reference voltage changes from 120 V to 114
V to reduce the power consumed by the resistive heater. The change in the power of the
resistive heater is from 915 W to 830 W. Similarly, the net reactive power provided by the
RSVC decreases, whereas the duty cycle increases, as shown in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.28: Voltages (input, output and reference) and real power (output) change caused
by power regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage with a resistive heater load.
4.7.3 Tracking the Power for a Resistive Heater Load with Variable Input Voltage
Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show the simulation results of the RSVC power regulation loop for a
resistive heater. The first plot in Figure 4.30 shows the input, output, and reference voltage.
The reference voltage changes from 120 V to 114 V to reduce the power consumed by the
resistive heater even in the presences of the variable/noisy input voltage. The change in the
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Figure 4.29: Net reactive power and duty cycle change caused by power regulation loop
operation for an ideal input voltage with a resistive heater load.
power of the resistive heater is similar to the previous simulation i.e., it changes from 915
W to 830 W.
Similarly, the net reactive power provided by the RSVC decreases, whereas the duty
cycle increases as shown in Figure 4.29. The simulation result shows that both control loops
are efficiently regulating the voltage and power despite of the input voltage fluctuations.
This result is specifically useful when the optimal power-demand is required in case of
limited renewable resources.
4.7.4 Tracking the Power for Loads with Negative CVR Factor
The previous section presented the performance of the power regulation loop with loads
that have positive CVR factors. Normally, when the voltage decreases, the real power of the
loads also decreases; when the voltage increases the real power increases, hence the positive
CVR factor. However, this is not generally true. In some cases, the decrease in voltage
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Figure 4.30: Voltages (input, output and reference) and real power (output) change caused
by power regulation loop operation for a variable input voltage with a resistive heater load.
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Figure 4.31: Net reactive power and duty cycle change caused by power regulation loop
operation for a variable input voltage with a resistive heater load.
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results in more power drawn by the loads. In those cases, the real CVR factor (CVRP)
is negative. For such loads, decreasing the voltage have negative consequences while
implementing CVR. The power regulation control system, presented in this dissertation,
monitors the power utilization by the loads having negative CVR factors and, therefore,
works to minimize the power utilized by such loads by increasing the reference voltage.
Figure 4.32 represents an example of the load2 depicting a negative CVR factor. It
can be seen that the power consumption of the load increases as the voltage is reduced.
Therefore, to minimize the power drawn by such a load, the terminal voltage at the load
should be increased.
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An example of a load with negative CVR factor
Figure 4.32: An example of the load whose power increases as the voltage decreases.
Figures 4.33 and 4.34 show the simulation results of the RSVC power regulation loop
for a load having negative CVR factor. The simulation was performed at an ideal input
voltage of 120 V and 60 Hz. The first plot in Figure 4.33 shows the input, output, and
2This load is a three-phase compressor load when operated as a single-phase load. The ZIP coefficients
used for plotting the real power are given in [34].
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reference voltage. The reference voltage changes from 120 V to 124 V to reduce the power
consumed by the load with a negative CVR factor. Initially, at time = 2 seconds (the first
perturbation), the power regulation loop guesses to decrease the voltage. However, the
decrease in voltage causes an increase in the load power-demand, therefore, the power
regulation loop corrects itself to change the direction of the perturbation for the next cycle
as shown in at time = 4 seconds. After the second perturbation (at time = 4 seconds),
the power regulation loop keeps working to minimize the power utilized by the load by
increasing the reference voltage. However, the reference voltage does not move to 126 V,
rather it stops at 124 V with the output voltage set to 123.5 V. The reason for not being able
to increase the load voltage (as well as the reference voltage) all the way to 126 V is that the
duty cycle reaches its lowest limit. Since the inductive power is not required to regulate the
voltage (or absorbs VARs), therefore the duty cycle is operating at the minimum allowed
value. The second plot in the Figure 4.34 confirms that increases the voltage decreases the
power drawn by the load as well as the input power.
The first plot in Figure 4.34 shows the net reactive power generated as the result of the
load with negative CVR. It can be seen that the net reactive power output of the RSVC
is increasing becoming capacitive as the duty cycle goes lower. The duty cycle finally
saturates at D = 0.1, therefore preventing any further action from the power regulation. The
simulation results show that the RVSC control systems have the ability to counter the loads
having positive as well as negative CVR factors.
4.7.5 Performance of Power Regulation for Combined (Spot) Loads
Previous sections focused on the power regulation for individual loads. The results shown
in this section focus on power regulation for the combination of loads. The control system
for power regulation will regulate the power such that the total power for all the loads
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Figure 4.33: Voltages (input, output and reference) and real power (output) change caused
by power regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage with a load having negative
CVR factor.
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Figure 4.34: Net reactive power and duty cycle change caused by power regulation loop
operation for an ideal input voltage with a load having negative CVR factor.
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decreases. Figures 4.35 and 4.36 show the simulation results of the RSVC power regulation
loop for a spot load consisting of 2 kW resistor, a heater and a load with the negative CVR
factor. The first plot in the Figure 4.35 shows the input, output, and reference voltage. The
reference voltage changes from 120 V to 114 V to reduce the total power consumed by
the load as shown in the second plot. Similarly, Figure 4.36 shows the variation of the net
reactive power provided by the RSVC as well as the variation of the duty cycle as a result
of the power regulation control system.
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Figure 4.35: Voltages (input, output and reference) and real power (output) change caused
by power regulation loop operation for an ideal input voltage with a spot load.
Figure 4.37 shows the change in the total power as well as the change in the power of
the individual loads. It can be seen that the power for the loads with positive CVR factor
i.e., the 2 kW resistor and the heater decreases as the voltage decreases whereas the power
for the load with the negative CVR increases as the voltage changes from 120 V to 114 V.
The chapter presents a detailed implementation of the proposed Residential Static VAR
Compensator (RSVC). The implementation of open-loop RSVC presented a technological
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Figure 4.36: Net reactive power and duty cycle change caused by power regulation loop
operation for an ideal input voltage with a spot load.
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Figure 4.37: Change in power for individual loads as the voltage varies.
superiority over the traditional Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) as the proposed RSVC
does not produce low-order harmonics. Moreover, the control systems demonstrated that
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the RSVCs can maintain the line voltage to the desired reference voltage provided that the
reactive power required to track the reference voltage is within the reactive power capability
of the RSVC. It has also been shown in the simulation that the power regulation loop of
the RSVC can track power for the loads with positive as well as negative CVR factors.
Such a control system can adapt to the nature of the load and can regulate the power of
the loads. It is expected that if RSVCs are embedded in the future distribution feeder (at
the customer level), RSVCs can provide a reliable and effective solution to voltage and
power stability. Moreover, RSVCs can provide a stable voltage and power in the presence
of power generation from renewable resources.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION ON SOC AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
In this chapter, a hardware-software co-design and implementation of switching and control
signals for the Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC) is presented. The power
electronics devices used in the development of the RSVC require an accurate switching
frequency for the gating signals of the switches. The switching signals used in the RSVC
were generated using a Zedboard [65]. The Zedboard is a low-cost development board
that contains a Zynq-7000 All Programable System-on-Chip (SoC). The SoC includes the
FPGA fabric (programmable logic abbreviated as PL) as well as an ARM-based dual-core
Cortex-A9 processor (processing system abbreviated as PS). The on-chip processor is used
for high-level programming, while the FPGA programmable fabric is used to create precise
gating signals and perform parallel calculations. The tasks in the software and hardware
sides communicate with each other via a communication protocol. In Zynq-based system
applications, the AXI interface is used as a communication bridge between the PS and the
PL.
5.1 Open-loop SoC Design for RSVC Gating Signals
The single-phase RSVC device requires two bi-directional switches for its operation. These
bi-directional switches operate in a complementary manner to control the reactive power
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of the reactor. The commutation from one switch to another is carried out using a four-
step commutation method based on the input voltage polarity across the bi-directional
switches, as explained in the previous chapter. The commutation signals are generated in
the programmable logic of the Zynq-7000 System-on-Chip (SoC). This section describes
the design methodology used to develop the commutation signals for the bi-directional
switches.
Figure 5.1 shows the complete block diagram for generating the switching signals used
in the RSVC open-loop design. In the idle/reset state, the state machine stays in the
(SW1A, SW1B, SW2A, SW2B) = (0,0,1,1) state. This means that the switched inductor
is disconnected from the power circuit and there is no contribution of the reactive power
from the switched inductor. To understand the transition of the state machine from one
steady-state to the other, let’s assume that the state machine is currently in the (SW1A,
SW1B, SW2A, SW2B) = (0,0,1,1) state. An up-counter is used to generate the switching
frequency for the bi-directional switches. The up-counter increments at every clock cycle
until the counter is equal to a desired (maximum) counter value. The maximum counter
value represents the switching frequency used for the bi-directional switches. The counter
resets once it has reached the maximum value. The overflow (reset) for the counter enables
the register, which loads the new duty cycle value into the register. Moreover, the overflow
(reset) of the counter triggers the state machine to transition from (SW1A, SW1B, SW2A,
SW2B) = (0,0,1,1) to (SW1A, SW1B, SW2A, SW2B) = (1,1,0,0). The comparator is used
to compare the value of the counter with the duty cycle. The comparator generators a trigger
signal for the state machine when the counter value is equal to the duty cycle. The trigger
signals cause the state machine to transition from the (SW1A, SW1B, SW2A, SW2B) =
(1,1,0,0) state to the (SW1A, SW1B, SW2A, SW2B) = (0,0,1,1).
A Pmod rotary encoder [66] from Digilent® is used for controlling the duty cycle of
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Figure 5.1: Complete block diagram for System-on-Chip implementations for generating
the gating signals.
the top bi-directional switch. The 24-bit input from the rotary encoder is loaded into the
hardware register when the enable (load) signal is high. This hardware register holds the
information for the duty cycle of the top bi-directional switch. At every positive edge of the
clock, the value in the register is compared with the up-counter. When the counter value
is equal to the input of the rotary encoder, meaning the inductor has been connected to the
power circuit for the desired time of the switching period, a trigger signal is set high. This
signal causes the state machine to transition from one steady-state to the other steady-state.
The commutation from one switch to another involves a change in the state of four
switching devices. The switching devices have finite turn-on and turn-off times. It is
essential to provide sufficient time delay between the transitional states to avoid short-
circuiting the AC input. The time delay td used between the transitional states for the
RSVC prototype is set to 1 µsec. Figure 5.2 shows the complete laboratory prototype of
the RSVC developed at Boise State University. Table 5.1 shows the values of the RSVC
components used in the development of the RSVC prototype.
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Figure 5.2: Laboratory prototype of Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC).
Table 5.1: RSVC components used in the laboratory prototype.
Component Name Description
Value/
Datasheet
Power Capacitor
Fixed capacitor rated for 415 V
10 kVAR (single-phase capacitor) 190 µF
Switched Inductor Power Inductor rated for 10 A 30 mH
Switching Devices
Used for top and bottom
bi-directional switch IRGP4066DPBF [67]
Analog-to-Digital (ADC)
Device
Used for input voltage sign
detection in open-loop RSVC [68]
5.2 Open-loop Experimental Testing Results
5.2.1 Input and Output Voltage
Figure 5.3 shows the experimental results of the input (source) voltage and the output (load)
voltage. The input and output voltage waveforms are recorded when the input voltage is 60
Vrms and the duty cycle of the top bi-directional switch is equal to 50%. It can be seen that
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the input and output voltages remain sinusoidal without short-circuit during the operation.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental result for input (source) and output (load) voltage waveforms at
duty cycle D = 0.5.
5.2.2 Input (Source) Current
Figure 5.4 shows the input (source) current for the proposed configuration of the RSVC.
The source current remains sinusoidal since the PWM-based switching of inductor does
not produce low-order harmonics. The waveform in Figure 5.4 is slightly distorted due
to the halting of the commutation near the zero-crossing of the input voltage. The halt in
commutation signals is suggested to avoid the false detection of the input voltage signal.
However, for a single-phase device, the input phase voltage is measured with reference to
the voltage of the neutral point. Therefore, in the case of a falsely detected sign of voltage
across the bi-directional switches (near zero-crossing), the switching devices are stressed
with a short-circuit current during the period of a time delay, which is equivalent to a delay
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in the commutation sequence step td . In most cases, the transitional time period is around
1 to 2 µsec, which is within the thermal properties of the switching devices. Hence, the
prevention of the commutation, near the zero-crossing, can be made very small to avoid the
distortion of the input current. In the experiments, the commutation was halted when the
input voltage was between ±10 V.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental result for input (source) current at duty cycle D = 0.5.
Figure 5.5 shows the harmonic content of the source current. The plot shows the
harmonics content of the fundamental (1st) component of the source current at 60 Hz, as
well as the harmonic content for the multiples of the fundamental frequency with respect to
the fundamental component. Since the source current is fairly sinusoidal, the fundamental
component of the source current dominates the harmonic spectrum. The plot also reports
the peak harmonic values for different harmonics. The calculated total harmonic distortion
for the source current is approximately equal to 3.43%.
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Figure 5.5: Harmonic analysis of the input (source) current.
5.2.3 Reactor Current
Figure 5.6 shows the current for the switched reactor in the RSVC at duty cycles of 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75 respectively. The harmonic analysis of the reactor current at those duty
cycles is also shown in the figure. The reactor current increases as the duty cycle increases.
Increasing the duty cycle introduces the reactor into the power circuit for an increased
amount of time in the switching period. The harmonic analysis of the reactor current at
different duty cycles confirms that the reactor current remains sinusoidal at all duty cycles.
5.2.4 Current through the bi-directional switch
Figure 5.7 shows the current through the top bi-directional switches. This current is a
chopped envelope of the reactor current. It can be seen that the current through the top
bi-directional switch increases as the inductor current increases with the duty cycle. The
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Figure 5.6: Experimental result for inductor current at different duty cycles.
Figure 5.7: Experimental result for current through top switch at different duty cycles.
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area where the commutation is halted, near the zero-crossing of the voltage, can be seen in
the reactor current waveform. Therefore, a path for the flow of current always exists and
the reactor current remains sinusoidal.
5.2.5 Output (Load) Voltage Variation with Duty Cycle
Figure 5.8 shows the variation in the output (load) voltage with the variation in the duty
cycle. The experiment was carried out with an input voltage of 60 Vrms at 60 Hz frequency.
When the duty cycle is 0, meaning the top switch connecting the reactor to the power
circuit is off, the output voltage is at 73.9 Vrms. The increase in the voltage is due to the
presence of a fixed capacitor in the RSVC circuit. As the duty cycle increases, the inductor
is connected to the power circuit, depending on the turn-on time specified by the duty
cycle. When the duty circle reaches 1, the inductor is connected to the power circuit (or
the regulation bus) for the complete switching period. It can be seen that the output voltage
decreases with the duty cycle. By changing the duty cycle, it is possible to control the
output voltage. The experiment was repeated at different switching frequencies, as shown
in the figure, to verify the operation of the RSVC prototype.
5.2.6 Input and Output Power Variation with Duty Cycle
Figure 5.9 shows the variation of the input and output power with a change in the duty cycle.
The experiment was carried out with an input voltage of 60 Vrms at 60 Hz frequency. The
output voltage is measured across a 20 Ω resistive load. When the duty cycle is 0, the
output power is equal to 300 W, whereas the input power is equal to 320 W. As the duty
cycle increases, the output voltage decreases. For a resistive load, the decrease in output
voltage means a lower output power. This trend can be seen in Figure 5.9. As the duty
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cycle increases, the output power goes down. As the load demand power decreases with an
increase in the duty cycle, the input power at the feeder header also decreases.
5.3 Closed-loop Design for RSVC
The laboratory prototype for the closed-loop design of the RSVC consisted of using the
Zedboard in conjunction with a dSPACE DS1104 platform. This setup enabled rapid pro-
totyping of the control systems for the RSVC. Figure 5.10 shows the complete schematic
of the RSVC control system implementation. The Zedboard is used to generate the gating
signals for the bi-directional switches whereas the dSPACE platform is used to build the two
control loops, namely the voltage and the power regulation control loops, that are essential
for the closed-loop operation of the RSVC. The objective of the voltage regulation control
loop is to implement a quick-response inner voltage regulation, such that the output load
voltage can track the desired reference voltage. And the goal of the outer slower-response
power regulation loop is to regulate the power of the loads connected to the regulation bus,
such that minimum power is utilized during their operation.
For generating the switching signals, the ADC value of the input voltage is used to
detect the polarity of the input voltage. The output signal from the ADC channel is fed to
the Zedboard for producing proper switching signals. Similarly, the load voltage and load
current are required for the calculations that are involved in the control loops. The stepped
down values of these signals are provided to dSPACE which takes these signals as input to
perform the calculation required for voltage and power regulation loops. After performing
the calculation, the dSPACE generates the duty cycle, which is used by the Zedboard to
generate the switching signals accordingly.
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Figure 5.10: Complete block diagram for closed-loop RSVC control system design imple-
mented in the Zedboard and dSPACE platform.
5.3.1 SoC Implementation
Figure 5.11 shows the block diagram for the RSVC control signals implemented in the
Zynq-7000 FPGA. The Intellectual Property (IP) block presented is the core of this design.
This IP block generates the four switching signals that are used for the commutation of the
two bi-directional switches. The internal structure of this IP block is similar to the block
diagram in Figure 5.1.
The Zynq-7000 System-on-Chip integrates a high performance Processing System (PS)
with Programmable Logic (PL) and the AXI interface is used as a communication bridge
between the PS and PL. For the development of the RSVC control system, the processing
system (PS) part of the Zedboard is equipped with a timer interrupt. This timer interrupt
is configured to occur at every cycle of the AC mains frequency. This interrupt enables
the programming logic (PL) to read the duty cycle from the dSPACE via an AXI interface.
The updated duty cycle is used to control the amount of inductive reactive power provided
by the RSVC. In other words, the inner voltage regulation control loop is updated at every
cycle of the input voltage frequency to control the net reactive power of the RSVC.
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Figure 5.11: Zynq-7000 SoC implementation of the state machine on processing logic (PL)
and the timer interrupt on processing system (PS) for the development of the closed-loop
RSVC on Zedboard.
5.4 Design of Voltage Regulation Control Loop
Figure 5.12 shows the voltage regulation loop implemented in dSPACE. The control sys-
tem calculates the RMS value of the load voltage which is then compared to the desired
reference voltage. The error voltage is fed to the PI controller, which generates the duty
cycle of the bottom bi-directional switch. This duty cycle is used to calculate, (1-D), to
generate the duty cycle of the top bi-directional switch.
Figure 5.12: Voltage regulation loop implemented in Simulink/dSPACE.
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5.4.1 Tracking the Reference Voltage Vre f
Figure 5.13 shows the result of the testing of the voltage regulation loop. The first plot in
the figure shows the tracking of the output voltage as the reference voltage changes. The
reference voltage is varied by using the output from the staircase generator in Simulink.
The output from the staircase generator is added to the original reference voltage of 36.5
V. After the initial startup, the voltage regulation control system successfully tracks the
original reference voltage. At 30 seconds, the reference voltage is suddenly changed to
38 V. The spike in the error signal, as shown in the second plot, causes the PI controller
to adjust the output voltage such that the error (the difference between the output (load)
voltage and the reference voltage) goes to zero. Since the reference voltage is now higher
than the output load voltage, the duty cycle must decrease so that the net reactive power,
QSVC =QC−QL(D), provided by RSVC is higher compared to the case when the reference
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Figure 5.13: Plots of RSVC laboratory prototype with voltage regulation loop test results.
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voltage was 36.5 V. This fact can be verified by the third plot of Figure 5.13. The plot
shows the duty cycle decreases from 0.4 to 0.1, so that the output load voltage is equal to
the reference voltage.
An interesting scenario arises at 110 seconds. At this time, the reference voltage is
changed to 38.5 V. The control system reacts to this change and decreases the duty cycle.
However, the output (load) voltage does not reach the reference voltage level. This is due
to the fact that the control system does not produce a duty cycle lower than 0.1. The
limitations on the minimum and maximum duty cycle were set during the testing of the
RSVC to avoid the generation of the duty cycle for very short intervals. In a real-world
application, the duty cycle can be varied from 0% to 100%.
Figure 5.13 also shows the reactive power limitation of the RSVC. In the case, when
reactive power requirements exceed the RSVC reactive power capability, the fixed capacitor
and switched inductor can be replaced with the appropriate values. This makes the RSVC
a scalable device that can be used at different locations, according to the reactive power
requirements.
The voltage regulation control system presented can also be used to counter the vari-
ability and unpredictability associated with distributed energy resources, especially for
those that use renewable fuel for power generation. The results presented establish the
effectiveness of the closed-loop RSVC for voltage support and for shaping the load demand
to follow a certain reference voltage, as desired. The experiments carried out confirm the
scientific theory presented in the dissertation, as well as the effectiveness of the closed-loop
RVSC in supporting the input (source) voltage of an unstable power system in a way which
is different from switched capacitors, fixed capacitors and dynamic capacitors (D-CAP).
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5.5 Design of Power Regulation Control Loop
Figure 5.14: Power regulation loop implemented in Simulink/dSPACE.
Figure 5.14 shows the power regulation loop for the RSVC laboratory prototype. A cur-
rent transducer is used to measure the load current. The output from the current transducer
is multiplied by a gain of 10 to obtain the actual RSVC output current. The power regulation
loop calculates the average power, which is used to sort the direction of the power regulation
loop. The RSVC average power is obtained by multiplying the RMS voltage and the RMS
current. When compared with implementation in Section 4.6, the power regulation loop
in the RSVC laboratory prototype has a similar structure. In the simulation, however, the
reference voltage is increased or decreased linearly i.e., the reference voltage is adjusted in
30 cycles (or 0.5 seconds) with a 0.05 change in reference voltage and with a perturbation
period every 2 seconds. In the implemented control loop, each perturbation period is 5
seconds and the reference voltage is changed by ±0.5 V. The complete control system
implementation in dSPACE, including the power and voltage regulation loops, is shown in
Figure 5.15.
5.5.1 Tracking the Power for the Resistive Load
The testing of the complete RSVC control system was performed using a dSPACE platform
with the Zedboard. The performance of the power regulation loop in the RSVC laboratory
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Figure 5.15: Complete control system for an RSVC laboratory prototype in
Simulink/dSPACE.
prototype is shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. A 20 Ω resistor was connected to the RSVC
as a purely resistive load. For a purely resistive load, a lower voltage means a lower output
power. Therefore, the power regulation loop should regulate the RSVC voltage to the
minimum voltage, which corresponds to the maximum duty cycle (0.9) for the top bi-
directional switch. The power regulation loop updates less frequently than the voltage
regulation loop. In the prototype, the power regulation control systems update the reference
voltage every 5 seconds, whereas the voltage regulation control system updates at every
cycle of the input voltage. The reference voltage is increased or decreased by 0.5 V as a
result of the output from the power regulation loop.
Figure 5.16 shows the result of the testing of the power regulation loop. The first
plot in the figure shows the change in the reference voltage as a result of output from the
power regulation loop. Since the load being tested is a purely resistive load, the output
from the power regulation loop results in -0.5 V every at every 5-second interval. The
second plot in the figure shows the adjusting of the duty cycle as a result of the change in
the reference voltage. As the output (load) voltage needs to be decreased (because of the
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resistive load), the duty cycle of the top bi-directional switch should increase. The voltage
keeps decreasing until the duty cycle reaches the maximum limit i.e., when D = 0.9.
During the 30 to 35 seconds interval, the output of the power regulation loop changes
from 34V to 33.5V. However, the duty cycle had already reached its upper limit (0.9).
Therefore, the output load voltage does not track the reference voltage. The experiments
were carried out to test the range of the duty cycle from 0.1 to 0.9. However, in a real-
world application, the duty cycle will be limited, so that the output load voltage does not
go beyond the ANSI C84.1 voltage limits. Once the voltage limit is reached, the power
regulation stays at that level without further decreasing the reference voltage.
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Figure 5.16: Plots of RSVC laboratory prototype with voltage regulation loop test results.
The first plot in Figure 5.17 shows the output power for the resistive load. The output
power decreases from 72 W to 58 W as a result of the decrease in the output (load) power.
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Figure 5.17: Plots of RSVC laboratory prototype with voltage regulation loop test results.
This result holds significant importance becasue the load power is dynamically changed
such that the load consumes the least power within the permissible voltage levels. The
effectiveness of the closed-loop RSVC (power and voltage regulation) shows that this
device can dynamically adjust to the power requirements for the loads. Therefore, the
closed-loop RSVC not only supports the input (source) voltage in case of an unstable
power supply, but also shapes the load demand such that the minimum power is consumed.
This fact is of great importance for the electric utilities when CVR is implemented. The
autonomous operation of this smart device will maximize the benefits of CVR and peak
shaping. Since the two regulation loops are decoupled, it allows the two loops to function
independently of each other. When the power regulation loop is not required, it can be
disconnected from the control system, i.e., during the normal operation. Similarly, when
the voltage regulation loop is not required, the RSVC can be operated such that the net
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reactive power provided by the RSVC is 0, as shown in the simulation results in Chapter 4.
The second plot in Figure 5.17 shows the output for the power regulation loop as well as
its effect on the reference voltage.
The RSVC is practically tested in both capacitive and inductive modes to boost or
suppress the output voltage. Moreover, it is shown that the RSVC can regulate the power
for loads such that the loads utilize the minimum power. The RSVC can be integrated
into different kinds of electrical loads, such as water heaters and lighting systems to create
loads that are adaptive to the electrical grid. If many loads are equipped with the RSVC
and distributed over the distribution system, these RSVC devices can provide a reliable and
efficient solution for the variable power provided DERs, peak-shaving during peak demand
hours, and can contribute to the delay in needed assets upgrades such as substation trans-
formers. Moreover, the solution based on the RSVC technology can work autonomously
without any (or minimum) Information and Communication Technology (ICT) built into
it.
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CHAPTER 6
RESIDENTIAL PEAK POWER DEMAND SHAVING BY
SINGLE-PHASE RESIDENTIAL STATIC VAR COMPENSATORS
The purpose of peak-shaving is to reduce the peak power demand supplied by electric utility
companies during peak hours of operation. Utility companies usually implement time-of-
use (TOU) tariffs based on demand, where pricing is usually the highest during periods of
high electrical demand [69]. The pricing structure allows utilities to promote the use of
electricity during off-peak hours, thus, avoiding the need to add new generation capacity
to meet the peak power demand. However, due to increased peak load, this additional
generation capacity becomes an undue monetary burden to electric utilities. Instead of
installing new generation capacity, electric utilities can implement solutions that can reduce
power consumption during peak-demand hours. Such solutions not only help to defer the
cost of additional electricity generation during peak-demand hours but also delay the asset’s
up-grade costs such as the cost for upgrading transformers or installing new generation.
Peak-demand shaving using battery-based solutions are popular [70–72]. Batteries are
of particular interest in small and medium scales due to advanced power storage tech-
nologies, higher energy densities, low noise levels, and low maintenance requirements.
Reduced costs to manufacture lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles and portable elec-
tronics have made battery systems more affordable, and it is widely expected that prices
will drop in the future. However, such a solution requires batteries to be charged during
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off-peak hours. With high penetration of renewables in the distribution system, it is difficult
to predict the energy generation from renewables at any given instant of time. Hence,
battery energy storage systems (BESS) have operational limitations that can render them
useless during peak-demand hours.
Presently, BESS has a typical round trip efficiency in the order of 80%, increasing
the energy needs of the system to compensate for the losses on the BESS. Moreover,
lithium-ion technology is sensitive to operating temperatures and requires installation of
climate control devices, thus increasing operational and maintenance costs and require-
ments. Peak demand-side management using load-shedding or using appliance scheduling
is another possible solution [73]. However, demand-side management using appliance’s
load-shedding can only be done to a certain extent before it becomes a comfort issue
for residential customers. Demand-side management requires customer participation, thus
limiting the ability of electric utilities to perform peak-demand in a specific area.
The objective of this work is to propose a solution for residential peak power demand
shaving by using single-phase Residential Static VAR Compensators (RSVCs). Three-
phase Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) are used at the transmission level to regulate
voltages, but they are not implemented as single-phase devices at the residential level. An
RSVC is a controllable reactive power generator or absorber. The capacitive or inductive
current at the output of an RSVC is adjusted to maintain a certain voltage range at the
point of interconnection. Traditional SVCs employ thyristor-based switches to control
their reactive power output. However, with an advancement in the development of power
transistors, devices such as power MOSFETs and IGBTs, RSVC can be constructed using
modern power electronic devices as discussed in earlier chapters.
A laboratory prototype of a single-phase Residential Static VAR Compensator using a
fixed-capacitor with a PWM-based switched reactor has been shown to work successfully
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for regulating voltage and power. Instead of using a single bi-directional thyristor-valve to
control the reactive power supplied by the reactor, PWM-based SVC uses two bi-directional
switches. The additional switch acts as a by-pass switch for inductor current when the
reactor is not connected to the regulation bus. The principal advantage of a PWM-based
RSVC is the ability to move the low-order harmonics created by a single-phase thyristor-
controlled reactor in SVC into the PWM frequency band. An RSVC can provide dynamic
reactive power, QRSVC, at the point of connection to the power system. The output reactive
power of the RSVC is the difference between the reactive power from the PWM-based
switched reactor, QL(D), and the fixed capacitor, QC, which is expressed as,
QRSVC = QC−QL(D) =V 2s
( 1
XC
− D
2
XL
)
(6.1)
where Vs is the source voltage and D is the duty cycle for the SW1. This novel usage of the
bi-directional switching topology allows a three-phase transmission-level SVC to be used
on a single-phase distribution circuit: in actuality, as a Residential Static VAR Compensator
(RSVC).
The chapter briefly describes the methodology for peak-shaving on the IEEE-13 node
test feeder. A description of an actual feeder, used of the study, that is located in the
northwest of the United States is also given. Moreover, a detailed approach for peak-
shaving by using traditional methods and by using RSVC devices on the feeder is also
presented in this chapter.
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6.1 Peak Shaving on IEEE-13 Node Feeder using RSVCs
The IEEE-13 node test feeder1 is used as a model to implement peak-shaving during
peak-demand hours. The IEEE-13 node feeder is a radial distribution feeder and its single-
line diagram is shown in Fig. 6.1. This feeder is included in the OpenDSS software
package. The simulations were performed using MATLAB to control OpenDSS through
the Windows COM interface, with GridPV Toolbox used for data extraction and plot
generation.
646 645 632 633 634
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692 675611 684
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671
680
Figure 6.1: Single-line diagram for the IEEE-13 node test feeder.
In a traditional approach to peak-shaving, electric utilities lower the voltage at the feeder
source as well as at the in-line voltage regulators. This approach is commonly known
as Conservation of power by Voltage Reduction (CVR). This conventional approach of
reducing power consumption is relevant as long as the minimum residential voltage stays
above 0.95 pu (114 V in 120 V base). Such an approach will reduce peak power demand;
1The loads in the feeder were modeled as constant impedance loads.
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however, the percentage of power reduction might be minimal because of a large difference
in the voltage levels of the buses in the distribution system.
For the IEEE-13 node feeder, the minimum voltage across the feeder is 0.966 pu. The
voltage profile for the distribution feeder is shown in Fig. 6.2. When the voltage at the
feeder source bus is lowered, the customers will experience an undervoltage violation.
Therefore, for such a distribution feeder, peak-demand shaving becomes a challenge. In
the simulation, the peak power demand for the distribution circuit was 3.53 MW.
Figure 6.2: Voltage profile for the IEEE-13 node feeder with and without RSVCs.
By using the RSVCs, peak-shaving can be achieved efficiently. In OpenDSS, the RSVC
devices were modeled as generators with the capacitive and reactive powers set to the
prototype developed at Boise State University. The nameplate capacity of a single-phase
RSVC was 10-kVAR capacitive and 15-kVAR inductive. The effect of RSVCs to the
IEEE-13 node feeders was studied by deploying an RSVC to each bus except buses 611,
692 and 675. Buses 611 and 675 have single and three-phase fixed-capacitors of 100 and
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600 kVARs respectively. Moreover, the switch, as shown in Figure 6.1, is normally open,
thus isolating the buses 692 and 675 from the rest of the distribution feeder. A power flow
simulation was performed with the updated circuit. Because the RSVC can operate in both
capacitive and inductive modes, the undervoltage violations can easily be avoided for the
loads experiencing an undervoltage. Figure 6.2 also shows the voltage for the distribution
feeder when the feeder source bus is lowered to 1.0 with and without RSVCs regulating
the voltage at each bus. From the voltage profile, the voltage of the distribution with the
RSVC devices is lower than the voltage profile of the feeder without RSVC. This is because
the RSVCs are operating in the inductive mode to regulate the voltage. Using the RSVC
devices, the system operators can be confident in lowering the voltage at the feeder source
so that the voltage at the customers’ locations will not violate the ANSI standard C84.1.
Figure 6.3 shows the peak power demand by adding an RSVC to the individual busses on
the IEEE-13 node feeder. The peak power demand was reduced from 3.53 MW to 3.43
MW by adding nine RSVC devices across the distribution feeder.
Figure 6.3: Peak power demand as function of the number of RSVCs.
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6.2 Peak Shaving on an Actual Feeder using RSVCs
Initial results from the IEEE 13-node test feeder show that a 2.83% reduction in peak-
demand can be achieved by using single-phase RSVCs. However, in the previous case
RSVC devices were connected at each bus of the distribution feeder. This section involves
a study to perform peak-shaving for a feeder in the northwest part of the United States by
deploying the RSVC devices using the Worst-offender algorithm. This approach will iden-
tify the busses (or loads) that hinder implementing CVR throughout the distribution feeder.
Adding RSVC devices to those busses will ensure the participation of the entire feeder for
peak-shaving using CVR and maximize the benefits for electric utilities associated with
peak-demand reduction.
6.2.1 Distribution Feeder Description
The feeder selected for the study has a pronounced peak load of 2.62 MW that occurs
only for a few days during the year. Therefore, peak-shaving can be used to reduce the
peak-demand of the feeder and defer the need to upgrade any assets within the feeder,
especially the substation transformer. The feeder operates at 12 kV line-to-neutral voltage
and at a length of 16 feeder miles. The loads are modeled as spot loads connected directly to
the feeder (i.e. no service transformers are modeled). The distribution feeder serves a total
of 471 residential, commercial, and industrial customers. Figure 6.4 shows the topology of
the test feeder. The voltage regulation of the feeder is performed by an LTC transformer
located at the feeder source as well as four in-line voltage regulators. The feeder also
contains a fixed capacitor bank that was installed for power factor correction. Figure 6.4
also shows the per-unit voltage of each bus under peak load conditions. The original tap
settings of the LTC transformer and in-line regulators are given in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Feeder lines and voltage (pu) for the distribution feeder.
Table 6.1: LTC and voltage regulator settings in the feeder without CVR.
Voltage Regulators Voltage Level (V/pu)
Transformer (LTC at substation head ) 123 / 1.025
Voltage Regulator (Vreg 1) 123 / 1.025
Voltage Regulator (Vreg 2) 123 / 1.025
Voltage Regulator (Vreg 3) 121 / 1.008
Voltage Regulator (Vreg 4) 121 / 1.008
6.2.2 Load Model
Distribution systems supply power to a wide range of loads, ranging from rural areas to
urban areas. The loads can generally be grouped into three categories depending on how
their power demand varies with respect to the voltage at their terminals: constant Power(P)
load, constant current (I) load and constant impedance (Z) load. For constant power (P)
load, the power demand remains constant regardless of the voltage at the terminals of the
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load. For constant current (I) load, the power demand is proportional to the load voltage.
For the constant impedance (Z) load, the power demand is proportional to the terminal
voltage squared. Distribution feeders mainly contain constant impedance (Z) and constant
power (P) loads, with few constant current loads. For this study, the distribution feeder was
assumed to contain 40% constant power load and 60% constant impedance load [74].
6.3 Power and Voltage Profile for the Distribution Feeder
Figure 6.5 shows the annual power demand profile for the distribution feeder for 2016.
The 3-phase power was measured at the feeder source by adding an OpenDSS monitor on
each phase at the transformer LTC. The simulation was performed for 8760 points (365
days) in one-hour intervals. The total power supplied by the substation is calculated by
adding the power of each phase for every hour. The envelope of the Fig. 6.5, plotted in red,
shows the daily peak-demand throughout the year. It can be seen that the distribution feeder
experiences a peak-demand during the winter season, i.e., from November till February. In
other words, the distribution circuit has a winter peak power demand. To satisfy the rise in
power demand during the winter season, the electric utility normally activates the operating
reserves to meet the rising peak-demand.
The peak-demand in the area can be decreased by reducing the voltage levels across the
distribution feeder. However, to perform peak-shaving by CVR, the electric utility needs to
consider the effect of lowering the voltage at the feeder source. In the case when the voltage
at the feeder source is lowered too much, the voltage delivered to the customers may fall
below the ANSI C84.1 standard. Therefore, the electric utilities seek other solutions before
lowering the voltage at the substation.
For the first set of simulations, the voltage and power profiles across the feeder were
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Figure 6.5: Annual power demand profile for the distribution feeder.
plotted with the existing settings, given in Table 6.1, for the substation LTC and in-line
voltage regulators. The annual power profile is shown in Fig. 6.5 while the annual voltage
profile is shown in Fig. 6.6, plotted with a 1-hour time interval. The envelope of Fig. 6.5
shows the daily peak power demand whereas the envelopes of Fig. 6.6 show the daily
maximum and minimum voltages across the distribution feeder.
For this study, only peak power demand during the winter season is considered. Fig-
ure 6.7 shows the daily winter power profile for the distribution feeder from November to
February. The peak power demand during the winter season is 2.62 MW. The highlighted
areas in the figure show the peak power days during the winter season.
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Figure 6.6: Yearly voltage profile for the distribution feeder.
Figure 6.7: Winter power demand profile for the distribution feeder.
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6.4 A General Way of Approaching Peak Shaving Using CVR
A traditional way to approach peak-shaving using CVR is to change the settings on the
LTC transformer and the in-line voltage regulators. As mentioned earlier, the problem
associated with such an approach is that the electric utilities must have adequate flexibility
to address the variability and uncertainty in power demand. If the power demand increases
more than the anticipated power requirements, a lower tap setting will result in the voltage
being lower than the limit set by the ANSI C84.1 standard. Although tap controllers can
switch the taps for the LTC and voltage regulators fairly quickly (generally within few
seconds to a minute), electrical distribution planners always keep a margin of flexibility to
cater to the changing nature of the loads. The size of that margin is based on the lowest
voltage level on the distribution feeder. Therefore, electrical utilities cannot fully benefit
from peak-shaving during peak-demand hours.
The maximum benefit from CVR can be obtained when the voltage across the entire
distribution feeder is ideally at its lowest limit (0.95 pu). This fact will ensure maximum
savings from peak-shaving as well as help distribution planners delay the requirements for
additional capacity to meet the anticipated power demand. The discussion in this section
focuses on the traditional method for approaching CVR by lowering the tap setting at
the substation LTC transformer as well as the in-line voltage regulators in the distribution
feeder.
6.4.1 Changing the Substation LTC and Voltage Regulator Tap Settings
Figure 6.8 shows the voltage levels of the distribution feeder at different settings of the sub-
station LTC and four in-line voltage regulators plotted using daily minimum and maximum
voltage levels. Three sets of simulations were performed after changing the devices band
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center settings to 118 V, 117 V, and 116 V. The plots in Fig. 6.8 show the daily minimum
and maximum voltage levels across the distribution feeder. It can be seen that when the
band center is at 116 V, the minimum voltage on the distribution feeder is less than 0.95
per-unit (pu). The plots in the Fig. 6.8 are a mere depiction of the problems and uncertainty
the distribution planner faces while selecting tap settings for CVR operation.
Figure 6.8: Maximum and minimum voltage across the distribution feeder at different tap
settings for the substation LTC and in-line voltage regulator.
Another observation that can be drawn from the plots in Fig. 6.8 is that there is a
significant difference between the minimum and maximum voltage levels of the distribution
feeder. For example, when the band center is equal to 118 V, the average maximum voltage
across the feeder is 0.994 pu and the average minimum voltage across the feeder is 0.973 pu.
The difference between the voltage levels across the distribution feeder prevents attaining
the maximum advantage possible by using CVR. Figure 6.9 shows the winter power profile
for the distribution feeder with different settings at the substation LTC and in-line voltage
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regulators. The peak power when band centers are adjusted from 123 V and 121 V to 118
V, 117 V, and 116 V, for the substation LTC transformer and the in-line voltage regulator,
is 2.53 MW, 2.51 MW, and 2.49 MW respectively. In terms of percentage of peak power
reduction compared with the original settings, the peak power is reduced by 3.43%, 4.2%,
and 4.96% when the band centers are equal to 118 V, 117 V, and 116 V respectively.
Figure 6.9: Winter power demand profile for the distribution feeder at different tap settings.
Although the peak power reduction is significant by changing the band centers for the
LTC and in-line voltage regulators, the lack of concrete evidence regarding the minimum
voltage at the distribution circuit can lead the system operators to operate at higher voltage
levels. Forecasting and planning help ensure utilities have a fairly accurate load profile
but with the integration of renewable resources on the distribution system, these forecasts
are prone to more errors. At the time of writing this paper, there is no commercial device
that can perform voltage regulation independently, in inductive and capacitive modes, at
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multiple points (locally) on the distribution feeder.
6.5 Peak Shaving Using Single-Phase RSVC
The use of RSVC devices could enhance the implementation of CVR by raising the voltage
in areas that experience low voltage when the LTC settings are lowered and lowering the
voltage in areas that operate at a higher voltage. The limitations for RSVC lie in the sizing
of the RSVC components (fixed-capacitor and switched inductor). However when RSVC
components can be scaled, based on the requirements at a specific location, RSVC can be
a suitable alternative for peak-shaving rather than the conventional BESS.
6.5.1 Simulation Method
The first step to perform peak-shaving is to analyze the power profile and determine the
peak power demand season. Figure 6.7 shows the winter power profile for the distribution
feeder. To perform peak-shaving using RSVC, the following steps were performed:
(i) During the first round of simulation, the voltage at the substation and at the four
voltage regulators was lowered to 116 V.2 An hourly power flow simulation was
performed to identify the buses that have voltages below the 0.955 pu. Since the
RSVC can operate in both inductive and capacitive mode, the buses that have voltages
greater than 0.97 pu were also identified.
(ii) For the RSVC deployment strategy, the RSVC devices were placed on each of the
buses with a voltage level greater than 0.97 pu and less than 0.955 pu. A power
flow simulation was repeated until none of the buses had a low-voltage violation as
2Band center setting of 116 V was chosen because the model used does not represent the service
transformer or the service drop. Maintaining 116 V at the primary side of the service transformer will enable
the voltage to be at 114V at the meter terminals.
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outlined in the ANSI standard. The data collected from the RSVC devices place-
ment were used to determine how the RSVC devices placement affects the overall
capability of the feeder to perform CVR.
The flowchart for the RSVC deployment is shown in Figure 6.10. The locations for the
deployment of the RSVC devices across the distribution feeder is shown in Figure 6.11.
Run the hourly power flow 
simulation with substation 
LTC and in-line voltage 
regulators set at 116 V.
Identify the buses with 
voltage less than 0.955 pu 
(114.6 V) and 0.97 pu (116.4)
Deploy the RSVC and 
perform 
Static Power Flow
Voltage Violations ?
(Vbus< 0.95 pu)
Calculate peak power
Start
End
False
Identify the buses 
with voltage less 
than 0.95 pu 
True
Figure 6.10: Flowchart for RSVC deployment strategy based on Worst-offender algorithm.
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Figure 6.11: RSVC placement in the distribution circuit.
6.5.2 Simulation Results
The first step is to verify that the simulated substation voltage levels do not violate the
minimum permissible voltage. The verification was made by plotting the voltage levels
with and without the deployment of the RSVC devices when the band centers for the
substation LTC and in-line voltage regulators are set to 116 V. Figure 6.12 shows the
minimum and maximum voltage levels across the distribution feeder throughout the year.
It can be seen that the voltage violation which occurs due to bus voltages lower than 0.95
pu without RSVC is mitigated by deploying RSVC. For the other points of the simulated
voltages, the minimum voltage is less than the voltage level without RSVC devices. This
is because, at those days of the year, RSVC devices are acting in the inductive mode.
Similarly, the maximum voltage levels with RSVC devices are lower than without RSVC.
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Figure 6.12: Voltage profile of the distribution with and without the RSVC when the tap
settings for LTC and in-line voltage regulators is set to 116 V.
The aim of these simulations is to show RSVC-enhanced CVR for peak-shaving. Fig-
ure 6.13 shows a comparison for winter power profiles. Three power profiles are plotted
with the base case representing the power profile with the original settings as given in
Table 6.1. Figure 6.13 also plots the power profile when the band center settings were
changed to 118 V. Finally, the figure shows the power profile when the RSVC devices were
introduced in the distribution feeder. It can be seen that the total power consumption by the
distribution feeder decreases when RSVC were deployed across the circuit. The peak power
in the base case, when band centers are equal to 118 V and when RSVC were deployed in
the circuit, is 2.62 MW, 2.53 MW (3.43% peak reduction) and 2.49 MW (4.96% peak
reduction) respectively.
There are two ways to perform peak shaving by using CVR: (i) long-term energy reduc-
tion which will involve reducing the power peak for the entire winter season. Traditionally,
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CVR is implemented in an on-off-on again basis. Some utilities use one day on, one day off
whereas others use two days on, two days off. (ii) And short-term demand reduction for the
days where the peak power demand is generally higher than the overall peak. Figure 6.13
shows the long-term CVR where peak power is reduced for the entire winter season and
Figure 6.14 shows the case when the peak shaving is performed for short-term. It is up the
system operators which methodology is adopted to perform the peak reduction. Several
factors are generally considered when taking such a decision. One of the important factors
to keep in mind is the number of LTC operations and the number of in-line voltage regulator
operations. If CVR is applied during the entire year, the number of operations of the LTC
could increase significantly leading to more wear and tear of the LTC that results in the
increased cost of maintenance and could substantially decrease the benefits for CVR.
Figure 6.13: Long-term RSVC-enhanced CVR power profile for the distribution feeder.
The reactive power output of the RSVC devices for each RSVC is shown in Figure 6.15.
Each point in the figure shows the net reactive power provided by the RSVC at a specific
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Figure 6.14: Short-term RSVC-enhanced CVR power profile for the distribution feeder.
Figure 6.15: Net reactive power provided by the RSVC devices during their operation for
the entire year.
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service transformer during the entire year. The result shows that RSVCs can transition
from an inductive operation mode to a capacitive operating mode thus providing a better
voltage regulation profile than with capacitors alone. For the sake of data representation,
the reactive power in Figure 6.15, the RSVC devices numbered from 1 to 10 are the
devices which are connected to busses with voltages level lower than 0.955 pu whereas
the remaining RSVC are connected to busses with voltage greater than 0.97 pu. In total, 20
RSVC devices were deployed across the distribution system.
6.6 Cost Analysis and Performance benefits for Peak Shaving between
RSVC and BESS
Distribution planners forecast load to be able to meet peak-demand in upcoming years and
to develop projects to upgrade the feeder accordingly before it is overloaded. Normally,
planners seek to meet the power demand for many years in the future by accounting for the
expected load growth. This process of load forecasting considers the existing capacity of
the substation, anticipated plant retirements, and power supplied by distributed generation.
Planning helps electrical utilities to have an adequate amount of lead time for an upgrade
to the existing infrastructure.
Infrastructure deferral using RSVC-enhanced CVR was calculated for different growth
rates by calculating the number of years it will take for the peak load to reach the planning
capacity of the substation transformer. The planning capacity of the substation transformer
is considered to be 98% of the transformer nameplate. The first calculation was performed
using the peak power demand of the distribution feeder operating with settings given in
Table 6.1, in other words, no CVR is performed on the distribution feeder. From the
previous section, the peak power for the feeder was 2.62 MW. The substation transformer
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was assumed to be 5 MVA and, using the planning limit of 98%, the capacity calculates to
4.9 MVA.
The same calculation was performed for the peak load obtained with the RSVC-enhanced
CVR (2.49 MW). The years that it took to reach the planning capacity with and without
RSVC-enhanced CVR is shown in Fig. 6.16. The results show that it is possible to defer
the upgrade of the substation transformer, from 2 to 4 years, for a load growth ranging from
2% to 6% pu. The monetary value of the deferral will depend on several factors unique to
each utility such as the Weighted Average Cost of Capital, standard transformer size, etc.
Figure 6.16: Transformer Deferral Calculation
A different strategy for peak-shaving is implemented by injecting power from the BESS.
The BESS injects the power to the grid when the power demand increases a certain thresh-
old level. This is generally referred to the discharging of the BESS. However, the peak-
demand of a feeder can last for several hours, thus limiting the ability of the BESS to
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provide peak-shaving capabilities. An advantage associated with using RSVC-enhanced
CVR for peak-shaving is that it can be operated continuously without any limitations.
If BESS were to be used to reduce the peak by 4.96%, the capital expenditure (CapEx)
will be significantly larger than the deployment of RSVC. For the given distribution feeder,
the power saved as a result of peak-shaving is equal to 130 kW. Using the recently published
data for the cost associated with the storage components for BESS, the cost per kW is
equal to $3200/kW [75]. Therefore, the total initial CapEx will be equal to $442,000 for
using BEES to achieve the same peak-shaving. The cost mentioned above assumes a 4-
hour battery (0.25C). Therefore, the use of BESS for peak-shaving requires that the peak-
demand should not last for more than 4-hours in one day. Beyond this time, the state-
of-charge of the BESS will be insufficient to meet the peak-demand, and the feeder will
experience the same peak load as before, thus eliminating any benefits related to peak-
shaving. BESS is limited in duration and requires advance forecasting, whereas the method
presented in this work, RSVC-enhanced CVR, has the flexibility in its duration of the
operation and lower cost. Therefore, RSVC-enhanced CVR is a more viable solution.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The world is committed to reducing carbon emissions by integrating more power generated
by renewable energy resources such as solar and wind. However, the variable nature of
these resources poses challenges to the stability of the electrical grid. The new smart-grid
device, the Residential Static VAR Compensator (RSVC), presented in this dissertation
provides a solution to mitigate the unstable nature of the distributed energy resources that
are powered by renewable resources. The electrical grids which contain RSVCs distributed
across the distribution feeder can help to solve a variety of problems that are typical to the
distribution feeder.
Before reviewing the potential applications and future work, the novel features of RSVC
that set it apart from the traditional shunt devices are summarised below:
1. The RSVC can provide variable reactive power to counter the needs of a modern
distribution system.
2. The RSVC is a single-phase PWM-based shunt compensation device that has mini-
mal harmonics rather than a three-phase thyristor-control reactor-based Static VAR
compensator which requires harmonic filtering for its operation.
3. Unlike conventional Static VAR Compensators, the RSVC does not require a syn-
chronization unit (generally a phase-locked loop) for its operation. The RSVC oper-
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ates using the on switching signals that are generated based on the sign of the voltage
across the switches.
4. The RSVC can provide a sub-cycle variable reactive power. This is because the
switching frequency, for the bi-directional switches involved in the current commu-
tation, is much higher than the system frequency which is generally 50 Hz or 60
Hz.
5. The RSVC is a scalable device. The reactive components for the RSVC can be scaled
to match the needs as required.
6. The control scheme for the voltage and power regulation loop presented in the dis-
sertation can be used to track the desired reference voltage. This makes the RSVC
devices as tools to add smartness at the periphery of the electrical grid.
7. The power regulation control loop in the closed-loop design of the RSVC implements
“smart loads”, i.e., the loads track their minimum power and operate at the minimum
power but still providing the full performance to the end-customer.
7.1 Applications for Deploying the RSVC
The RSVC is a promising smart-grid technology that can be used in many applications
to solve the power quality challenges that the electrical utility may face. A few of these
applications are outlined below which also lists the literature that has been published (or
currently being reviewed). The RSVC work presented in this dissertation is part of the
United States Patent [76].
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7.1.1 Conservation of Power by Voltage Reduction (CVR)
The RSVC was conceived as a device that can regulate residential voltages such that
residential voltages can be reduced within the ANSI standards during peak-demand hours.
It facilitates electric utilities to conserve electrical power during peak-demand hours. By re-
ducing feeder voltages, especially during peak-demand hours, utilities will benefit through
lower energy losses and lower peak generation capacity. Although CVR holds great po-
tential in saving energy, it has been overlooked due to problems associated with cost,
implementation, and loads which border on undervoltage violations during peak loading
hours. The paper [77] shows the energy-saving capability of the RSVC elements when
deployed to the residential locations exhibiting undervoltage violations during the reduction
of the substation feeder head voltage.
7.1.2 Mitigation of Voltage Violation
Results presented in [78] show that the use of RSVC devices on the low side of the
service transformers is an efficient way to mitigate low and high-voltage violations in the
distribution feeder. During a one-month evaluation of the distribution system where RSVC
devices were deployed across the feeder, the results show that the use of RSVCs was able to
eliminate all voltage violations below 113 V and it reduced the number of voltage violations
under 114 V by 88%.
Moreover, for another feeder, the deployment of RSVCs in a distribution feeder with
high penetration of power from photovoltaic arrays was able to mitigate high and low
voltage experienced in the feeder. The LSF (loss-sensitivity factor) was used to determine
the buses able to host an RSVC and effectively mitigating all voltage violations.
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7.1.3 Distribution Systems Assets Deferral
Several ways have been identified for deferring equipment upgrades such as an accurate
forecast of load growth, CVR, demand response management, and battery storage. How-
ever, finding cost-effective asset deferral strategies has proven difficult because the few
options available are either difficult to implement or are still too expensive. Most of
the literature focuses on deferring asset replacement driven by an anticipated peak load
exceeding the nameplate rating. The RSVC can be used as an alternative method for assets
deferral. Chapter 6 and the paper [78] explain the utilization of the RSVC for assets deferral
which results in cost saving for an electric utility.
7.1.4 Peak Shaving During Peak-Demand Hours
Recently, the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) has become a popular device for
peak shaving. However, BESS are limited in operation (a few hours in a day) and require
maintenance. Once the state-of-charge of the BESS drops, they will not be sufficient to
meet the peak-demand and the feeder will experience the same peak load as before. The
RSVC can become a potential demand-response tool for utilities which does not have a
limitation of charge storage for the batteries.
7.1.5 Power Factor Correction
Power factor correction can be achieved by using the RSVC devices. Electric utilities
generally require industrial loads with poor power factor to install power factor correction
units. Common power factor correction units include capacitor banks and an unloaded
synchronous motor. However, both of these methods have their pros and cons. Capacitors
in capacitor banks can only be switched in discrete steps whereas synchronous condensers
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require mechanical maintenance. RSVC provides a power-electronics based solution to
compensate for the power factor for the industrial loads (or loads with low power factor).
The amount of reactive power generated can be adjusted continuously and being a solid-
state electronic device, RSVC requires less maintenance.
7.1.6 Increasing the Hosting Capacity
Hosting Capacity in distribution feeders can be increased with the deployment of RSVCs.
The most common limit on the integration of the DERs in distribution systems is high
voltage violations and voltage deviation. The RSVC can reduce the voltage at the PCC
(point of common coupling), thus allowing the interconnection of more DER in the system
and increasing the hosting capacity.
7.2 Suggested Future Work
The dissertation provides a lab-prototype for the RSVC. Although this technology has
shown promising results in solving power quality issues, yet several avenues need to be
explored before RSVC devices can become viable devices and physically be deployed in
the distribution system. The following are some of the directions that can be taken up for
further research and exploration.
A Robust and Compact RSVC Design
The lab-prototype of RSVC was tested at 60 Vrms (73 Vrms with fixed capacitors) due
to the limitations of the components available in the lab. Higher power and more com-
pact design of RSVC can be conceived and tested following the method presented in this
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dissertation. Some suggestions are to use the following components from the Semikron
[39]:
Table 7.1: RSVC Suggested Power Electronics Components For Future Designs (lab-
prototype).
Power Electronics
Components
Devices
Gate Driver SKYPER 32PRO R
Gate Driver Core Board 1 SKYPER 32PRO R
Bi-directional Switches SKM150GM12T4G
Development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
The presented design of the RSVC does not include a mechanism to be controlled by a
central controller. Such communication technology will allow system operators to enable
or disable the control mechanism for the RSVCs remotely. Also when no reactive power
is required from the RSVC devices, the system operators can make the RSVC operate at a
duty cycle where the reactive power from the fixed capacitor and switched inductor cancel
each other.
Effects of Loads on RSVC Performance
The lab-prototype of RSVC was only tested for the resistive load. The power for the
resistive load varies linearly with the voltage at its terminals. It is required to further test
the performance of the control mechanism with dynamic loads such as loads that utilize
more power when the voltage is reduced and composite loads that include different kinds
of loads.
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Effects of Frequency Fluctuations on RSVC Performance
During the development and testing of the RSVC, it has been assumed that the frequency
of the system remains constant. However, DERs systems have a high susceptibility to
frequency variation. More research is required to verify the behavior of the RSVC under
frequency variations.
Interaction of Multiple RSVC with Distribution Network
The dynamic interaction between RSVC devices and other voltage control devices that are
already deployed in the distribution network is an important consideration before installing
the RSVC devices at the distribution power system.
Evaluation of the Cost-Benefit for the RSVC deployment on a Realistic Feeder
Chapter 6 presents the cost-saving by deploying the RSVC on an IEEE-13 node feeder
and a realistic feeder in the north-west of the United States. However, the cost-benefit
analysis only included the cost associated with the development of the laboratory prototype
of RSVC. Other factors should be accounted for while making the cost-benefit analysis
such as the cost associated with the development of the final commercial product and the
maintenance cost (if any). It is believed that the cost of the RSVC development will be
significantly lower than other commercial devices that provide capacitive reactive power to
the distribution system.
Optimizing the Size of the Reactive Components in the RSVC Design
The net reactive power for the RSVC mainly depends on the inductive reactive provided
by the PWM-based switched inductor. The reactive power from the switched inductor
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depends on the duty cycle at which the inductor is switching. The sizes and footprint for
the inductors can be optimized by choosing the range of the reactive power requirements
from the switched reactor.
Comparison with Electric Springs
Recently, Electric Spring (ES) has been proposed as a new smart-grid technology for
providing voltage regulation in the presence of a variable renewable resources [79–81]. A
detailed comparison between RVSC and ES is required to quantify the merits and demerits
for both reactive power compensation techniques.
In conclusion, the Residential Static VAR Compensator has the potential for a novel
smart-grid device. The dissertation has outlined a pathway for designing the RSVC that
is supported by simulations and laboratory prototype results. A completely new approach
for load management by using the control schemes (developed in the dissertation) is also
presented. The RSVC devices can be used in multiple applications such as continuous
voltage control at a load point, power factor control, and mitigation of power quality issues.
In a nutshell, RSVC device has the potential to be a cost-effective solution for improving
power quality at the distribution side of the power system.
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APPENDIX A
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FOURIER SERIES REPRESENTATION OF A PULSE FUNCTION
Consider the periodic pulse function in Figure A.1. It is an even function with period T .
The function is a pulse with an amplitude of 1 and with a pulse width of Tp. The function
can be defined over one period (having center at the origin) as:
xT (t) =
 1 for 0≤ t ≤ Tp/20 for Tp/2≤ t ≤ T/2 (A.1)
-T/2 -Tp/2 0 Tp/2 T/2
Time
0
1
Am
pl
itu
de
Tp
T
Figure A.1: Periodic Pulse Function with an Amplitude of 1, time period of T and pulse
width of Tp
The Fourier decomposition of any regular time-varying waveform f (t) can be expressed
as an infinite series of sinusoidal harmonics i.e.
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f (t) = a0 +
∞
∑
n=1
(an cos nωot+bn sin nωot) (A.2)
where
a0 =
1
T
∫ T
0
f (t)dt
an =
2
T
∫ T
0
f (t)cos nωot dt
bn =
2
T
∫ T
0
f (t)sin nωot dt
Since the pulse function is an even function, therefore there are only an terms. The average
value of the function can be easily found
a0 =
Tp
T
= D
where D is the duty cycle of the pulse function. The other terms follow from
an =
2
T
∫ T
0
xt(t)cos nωot dt, n 6= 0
We can consider any interval of one period but the interval from −T/2 to T/2 is straight-
forward in this case i.e.
an =
2
T
∫ T
2
−T
2
xt(t)cos nωot dt, n 6= 0
Since xt(t) = 1 only between −Tp/2 to Tp/2 the integral can be simplified as follow
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an =
2
T
∫ Tp
2
−Tp
2
cos nωot dt =
2
T
1
nωo
sin nωot
∣∣∣ Tp2−Tp
2
=
2
T
1
nωo
(
sin
(
nωo
Tp
2
)
− sin
(
−nωoTp2
))
=
4
T
1
nωo
sin
(
nωo
Tp
2
)
Since, sine is an odd function, sin(x)− sin(−x) = 2sin(x), and also using the fact that
ω0 = 2pi/T then
an =
2
npi
sin(npi
Tp
T
) =
2
npi
sin(npiD) (A.3)
Therefore, the complete fourier series transform of a pulse signal is given as
f (t) = a0 +
∞
∑
n=1
(an cos nωot) = D+
∞
∑
n=1
2
npi
sin(npiD)cos(nωot) (A.4)
Thus Equation (A.4) shows the fourier series transform of a pulse function.
